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Abstract
This work aims at improving an existing soft microprocessor core
optimized for Xilinx Virtex®-4 FPGA. Instruction and data caches will be
designed and implemented. Interrupt support will be added as well,
preparing the microprocessor core to host operating systems. Thorough
verification of the added modules is also emphasized in this work.
Maintaining core clock frequency at its maximum has been the main
concern through all the design and implementation steps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
"Research is what I'm doing when I don't know what I'm doing."
Wernher von Braun

1.1

Purpose

This thesis work will focus on improving an FPGA optimized processor by
adding caches and interrupt support, enabling the processor to host
operating systems.
The microprocessor, called xi2 [1], from now on referred to as ξ21,
was exclusively designed and optimized for Xilinx Virtex®™-4 family
FPGAs as a soft microprocessor core with DSP extensions by Dr. Andreas
Ehliar at Computer Engineering division at Electrical Engineering
department, Linköping University. ξ2 surpassed its peer products in
terms of clock frequency with a very high margin. While Xilinx’s own soft
processor core, called MicroblazeTM, operates at maximum frequency of
235 MHz in a Virtex®™-5 device [2], ξ2 core achieves speed of 357 MHz
in a similar device; however, ξ2 still lacks many features that other
commercial soft microprocessor cores enjoy. Therefore, ξ2 has been
going through several improvements and extensions since its
development, making it possible to be used as a commercial general
purpose soft microprocessor core. These improvements include
1
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Introduction

adaptation to MIPS32 ISA and architectural improvements. At this point,
it felt necessary to implement caches and interrupt support and verify
whether ξ2 could host operating systems.
To maintain compatibility with previous work in terms of naming
convention, the new version of the core will be called XICE 1.
1.2

Intended Audience

Those interested in digital design, computer architecture, computer
engineering, IP cores, soft microprocessor cores, microprocessor design,
cache memories, FPGA design and optimization techniques might find
this work worthy of notice. This work might as well be of interest to
those students taking courses DAFK (Computer Hardware – a System on
Chip) or Design of Embedded DSP Processor at Electrical Engineering
Department (ISY).
1.3

Limitations

Since making even slightest modifications to the original processor
required thorough study and understanding of the whole processor
design, and also considering limited time of the project, this work will
mainly focus on design and integration of new features and their
verification. Less has been done with respect to benchmarking or
operating system related issues.
1.4

Outline

This work has been organized as follows.
Chapter 1: Introduction gives an introduction to the thesis purpose and
a general scope of this work.
Chapter 2: Background provides the necessary knowledge to follow the
rest of the work. It starts with introducing FPGAs and soft
microprocessor cores, then proceeds with previous improvements to ξ2.
Finally, a few FPGA design and optimization techniques used throughout
the work are discussed.
1
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Chapter 3: Instruction Cache starts with introducing cache basics and
concepts, then proceeds with instruction cache implementation. Design
alternatives to get fmax are discussed next.
Chapter 4: Data Cache discusses design considerations when
implementing data cache. Hazards related to accessing data memory,
such as RAW hazard is discussed next.
Chapter 5: Verification presents the work towards development of a
thorough test bench which would cover verification for all the design
and implementation aspects discussed in previous chapters.
Chapter 6: Interrupts and Exceptions deals with implementation of
exception handling based on MIPS architecture. Issues related to
selecting the return address after exiting interrupt service routine are
further discussed. Finally, accessing non-cacheable memory for I/O
purposes is explained.
Chapter 7: Results demonstrates the synthesis results after
implementation of new features. Area and frequency is reported for the
whole design and each module separately.
Chapter 8: Conclusions presents the overall conclusion of the thesis.
Chapter 9: Future Work suggests hints and guidelines on how this work
could be further improved in the future.
1.5

Abbreviations

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
BRAM Block Random Access Memory/Block RAM
CLB

Configurable Logic Block

CPU Central Processing Unit
DE

Decode (pipeline stage)

DSP Digital Signal Processor

4
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EX1

Execute 1 (pipeline stage)

EX2

Execute 2 (pipeline stage)

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FSM Finite State Machine
FWD Forward (pipeline stage)
HDL Hardware Description Language
IOB

Input Output Block

IP

Intellectual Property

ISA

Instruction Set Architecture

LUT

Look Up Table

MIPS Microprocessor without Interlocking Pipeline Stages
MMU Memory Management Unit

MUX Multiplexer
NOP No Operation
OS

Operating System

PC

Program Counter

PM

Program Memory

POS Product of Sum
RAW Read after Write (Data Hazard)
RFE

Restore from Exception

SoC

System on Chip

SOP Sum of Products

1.5 Abbreviations

SPRF Special Purpose Register File
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
WB

Write back (pipeline stage)

XICE XIPS processor with Caches and Exception handler
XIPS MIPS enabled ξ2 core

5
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

FPGA

Originally designed as user programmable blank computer chips to
address market requirements such as reasonable low-volume fabrication
costs, low defect penalties, short time-to-market and high flexibility,
“field programmable gate array” devices, or FPGAs, have gone through
many improvements to accommodate variety of applications [3].
However, they have retained their hallmark as “islands of configurable
gates in sea of configurable interconnections”. The key architectural
concept of all the FPGA families still relies on three basic components:
input/output blocks (IOB), configurable logic block (CLB), and a
programmable interconnection network, also referred to as switching
matrix or routing channel.
Each FPGA family may contain a number of specialized blocks such
as dedicated DSP/Multiplier units, embedded memory (Block RAM in
Xilinx terminology), clock managers, or even more complex blocks such
as microprocessor cores and high speed digital transceivers.
Unless otherwise stated, the term FPGA throughout this work
shall refer to our intended target device, which is Xilinx Virtex®™-4,
speed grade -12, part number xc4vlx80-12-ff1148.

7
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CLB
BRAM
Multiplier
IOB
Programmable
Interconnection

Figure 2.1: Bird’s-eye view of a typical FPGA fabric

2.1.1 Configurable Logic Block
CLB, which is the main target for most of the configuration applied to
FPGA to get the intended functionality, is divided into four slices in
Virtex®™-4 FPGA [4]. Slices are interconnected two by two through
carry chain and are grouped in pairs to form two distinguished types of
slices, namely logic slice (SLICEL) and memory slice (SLICEM). Both slice
pairs are capable of implementing logic functions; however, SLICEM
could also be used to implement distributed RAM or shift register, thus
being a superset of SLICEL.
Each slice in turn consists of two look-up tables (LUT), two flipflops, and fast carry propagation logic. Slices also contain a number of
hard-wired multiplexers and logic gates, some of them being directly
configurable by user and the rest are automatically configured by
synthesis tool to implement the desired functionality according to user
input via HDLs.

2.1 FPGA
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SLICEM
SHIFTIN COUT

SLICEL
COUT

Slice 3
Slice 1
Routing
Switch

Neighboring
Interconnection
Slice 2
Slice 0

SHIFTOUT CIN

CIN

Figure 2.2: Alignment of Slices within a Xilinx Virtex®™-4 CLB [4]

One reason for partitioning the CLB as above is to achieve optimal
area-delay trade-off [5][6]. Since it is not feasible to provide very fast
hard-wired interconnections between all the components within a FPGA,
there exists a hierarchy in terms of delay in interconnection network.
Elements within one slice are interconnected via faster channels. This
delay is slightly increased when interconnecting slices within a CLB.
Finally, interconnection between CLBs has larger delay than intra-CLB
interconnection.
LUT in Virtex®™-4 FPGAs is a programmable entity with four
single-bit inputs, and one single-bit output. From functional point of
view, LUT could be seen as a function generator made of a two level
logic structure capable of implementing Boolean functions in canonical
form of POS or SOP with four inputs. In principle, it is a memory having
word size of one bit and address size of four bits, therefore capable of
holding sixteen binary values. When initialized, it can realize any Boolean

10
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logic function of four Boolean variables, provided that variables are
mapped to address lines.

MUXFX

Y
FX
D

G1
G2
G3
G4

YQ

CE
CLK
SR REV

LUT

BY

Q

MUXF5

F5
X

F1
F2
F3
F4

LUT

BX
CE
CLK
SR

D

Q

XQ

CE
CLK
SR

REV

Figure 2.3: Simplified general Xilinx Virtex®™-4 Slice

The delay of LUT is independent of the implemented function and
varies from 122 ps to 143 ps [7]. It is shown that LUT of input size four
provides best results in terms of area and delay [8][9]. However,
fabrication technology may also affect LUT size [10][11].
Some contexts may also consider a full adder when referring to
slice contents; however, it should be stated that full adder is not
implemented as a dedicated hardware entity inside a slice. When slice is
used in arithmetic mode, part of the adder is implemented in LUTs and
the rest is implemented by using available hardwired gates and
multiplexers inside the slice. It is obvious that under this condition, LUTs
are used to implement the full adder and therefore are not available to
realize other Boolean functions.

2.1 FPGA
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Besides receiving separate inputs for each LUT, slice also receives a
number of control inputs, a carry input, a shift input (in case of SLICEM),
two inputs for wide-input hardware multiplexer, namely MUXFX, and a
bypass input (it bypasses the LUT, as the name implies). MUXFX could be
used to form wide input multiplexers and wide input function generators
by combining LUTs outputs within the same slice, LUTs outputs from
adjacent slices within the CLB, or LUTs outputs from other CLBs,
depending on the location of MUXFX within a slice. Bypass input either
appears directly at slice output, acts as select signal for hardwired
multiplexers, or functions as a control signal.
On the output side of a slice, it is possible to have both
synchronous and asynchronous outputs from LUTs, hardware
multiplexers, logic gates, carry chain or bypass lines.
2.1.2 Block RAM
Our target device contains 200 blocks of embedded memory, called
BRAMs. Each 18 Kbit block is divided into two segments of 16 Kbit for
data and 2 Kbit for parity. BRAM could be configured as a true dual port
synchronous read/write memory. However, the physical memory is
shared between the two ports and both ports write into and read from
same physical data region. BRAM could also be configured as single port
memory or FIFO buffer.
BRAM is highly configurable. Data width for read and write ports
could be separately configured. When BRAM is configured as a dual port
memory, independent configuration for each port is also possible. There
are even separate clocks for each port. For word sizes of one, two and
four bytes, a parity bit from 2 Kbit parity segment is assigned to each
byte, which will result in final word sizes of nine, eighteen and thirty six
bits, respectively. Parity bits could be used to store any data, not
necessarily parity information. When word size is more than one byte,
each byte in a word could be independently controlled against write
operation (we[3:0]). Two adjacent BRAMs could be cascaded to form a
BRAM with a larger depth at a very small penalty in terms of routing
delay.

12
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Despite all of the mentioned benefits for BRAM, there is one drawback
in using BRAM when tight timing constraints should be met, and that’s
the long output delay [12]. Output delay of a Block RAM is about 1.65 ns,
which is almost six times longer than that of a flip-flop; therefore, large
depths of logic should be avoided after BRAM to meet tight timing
constraints. The reason for such a long delay is the existence of a
multiplexer and a latch at the memory output to enable different output
port configurations [4][13]. Pipelining would be one solution to mitigate
this condition and achieve higher operational frequencies. BRAM has a
built in support for pipelining, called “registered output”, in which data
will be available after two clock cycles. The routing delay of this internal
pipelining register is negligible when compared to routing delay of
external register instantiation; however, no logic could be placed
between this register and memory output since this register is internal.
This might be considered as a drawback in applications where, due to
tight timing constraints, parts of logic from a pipeline stage should be
moved to previous stages.
BRAMs are heavily used throughout the design. They are a crucial
component in implementing caches.

Data
Out
Data In
Address

Physical
Shared
Memory

Input
Registers

D

Q

Latch

D

Q

Output
Register

Latch Enable
Read
EN
WE

Write

Controller

Configurable

Figure 2.4: Xilinx BRAM logic diagram (only one port shown) [4]
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Soft Microprocessor Cores

As mentioned before, some FPGAs contain microprocessor cores as
specialized blocks, directly implemented on the FPGA fabric along with
CLBs and other hardware resources [14]. Best speed is provided by hard
CPU cores; however, such luxuries are of no avail in case not utilized and
they merely add to final device price. In such cases it would have been
more useful if the area dedicated to hard processor core had been used
to increase the number of CLBs.
Soft microprocessor cores [15] are an alternative solution to
address the above mentioned issue, although with slightly lower
performance in terms of speed. These cores are heavily used in SoC
designs and are available as IP cores in HDL format. When needed, these
soft microprocessor cores are implemented inside FPGA by
programming the CLBs, similar to implementation of logic functions in
FPGA. Being available in HDL format makes it possible to tailor the core
to very specific requirements.
Today a variety of soft CPU cores are available [16], either directly
from FPGA manufacturers or third-party IP Core providers. Some are
licensable, while others are free and open source. OpenSPARC T1 from
Sun Microsystems, MicroBlaze from Xilinx, Nios from Altera, OpenRISC
from OpenCores, and LEON from European Research and Technology
Centre are just a few to mention.
2.3

MIPS

Design of any computer system goes through three different steps:
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) design, microarchitecture design (also
known as computer organization), and finally system design, which deals
with system level components not covered in previous steps [17].
Once the ISA is determined, it is known what should be
implemented. Microarchitecture and system design only deal with
providing means to implement the ISA.

14
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A simple ISA with low complexity allows overall fast instruction
execution, since it requires a simple microarchitecture for decode and
execution, which in turn will result in smaller logic with less complexities.
Smaller hardware is generally faster and allows a higher clock rate
to be applied to the system. Also instructions belonging to a simple ISA
do not require memory access to complete, unless they are memory
instructions. They usually operate on internal CPU registers and perform
one single operation. There are separate instructions to move data
between CPU registers and memory. As a result, each instruction will be
retired in a less number of clock cycles. Such ISA introduces a computer
system known as Reduced Instruction Set Computer, or RISC [17].
Yet another approach to a better performance and throughput
would be to pipeline the instruction execution. RISC architecture is
based on pipelining as well. A simple ISA with low complexity allows a
balanced pipeline operation and hence increases pipeline throughput
and efficiency. This forms the main idea behind MIPS [18].
A Microprocessor without Interlocking Pipeline Stages, or MIPS, is
a RISC ISA with emphasis on pipeline enhancement, to get one
instruction per clock at high clock frequencies. MIPS ISA enables each
pipeline stage to be executed in a single clock cycle. This is done by
preventing the upstream pipeline stages from having to wait for the
lower stages to finish before passing new instructions to those lower
stages. This will result in a continuous and smooth pipeline operation
and removes the overhead for the required communication between
pipeline stages to pause the upper stages while lower stages are busy,
which will lead to a very high pipeline throughput.
2.4

ξ Soft Microprocessor Family Overview

The whole emphasis of this work is laid on a Xilinx Virtex®™-4 FPGA
optimized soft microprocessor core based on ξ family core [1], designed
by Dr. Andreas Ehliar at Computer Engineering Division at Electrical
Engineering Department (ISY). The initial core, which was designed to
serve as a high performance core for DSP applications, proved to be of
very high performance in terms of clock frequency when compared to

2.4 ξ Soft Microprocessor Family Overview
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available soft CPU cores in the market. While Microblaze™ core from
Xilinx could run at maximum clock frequency of 235 MHz on a Xilinx
Virtex®™-5 device, ξ2 core achieved clock frequency of 357 MHz.
Below is a short history of ξ core evolution steps.
 ξ soft DSP core specialized for MP3 decoding, suitable for both ASIC
and FPGA designs, with fmax of 201 MHz in Xilinx Virtex®™-4
devices [1].
o Floating point arithmetic to gain large dynamic range with
fewer memory bits
o 5-stage integer and 8-stage floating point pipelines
o No result forwarding or hazard detection. Programmer had
to insert NOPs or provide a hazard free scheduling.
 ξ2 soft microprocessor core based on ξ, specifically optimized for
Xilinx Virtex®™-4 devices, achieving fmax of 357 MHz with floor
planning [1].
o Single 7-stage pipeline (no floating point support)
o Automatic result forwarding from AU
o Internal result loopback in AU
o No automatic pipeline stall generation (NOP insertion by
programmer or assembler)
o Branches with one delay slot and branch prediction. Three to
four cycles penalty for mispredicted branches depending on
prediction taken or not taken.
o ALU, AGU, Shifter
 Improved and Extended ξ2 achieves fmax of 300 MHz after the
below improvements [12]:
o Direct mapped instruction cache
o AGU, multiplier, serial divider, pipeline enhancements
 XIPS MIPS32 compatible version of ξ2 [19].
o MIPS32 ISA compatible.
o Automatic result forwarding from all lower pipeline stages
o No internal result loopback in AU
o Automatic stall of upstream pipeline stages when result
forwarding would not be sufficient to deliver the operands.

16
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Optimization Techniques

Several optimization techniques have been practiced throughout the
design with the goal of achieving the maximum fmax.
Apart from the main processor architecture, pipelining has been
heavily used wherever possible to break down the critical path. Even the
main processor pipeline utilizes a separate pipeline stage, called
“Forward” stage, which is not common in other RISC versions. Pipelining
technique is also applied to additions and comparisons. As an example, if
only lower bits of addition result are needed at a pipeline stage and the
higher bits are needed during the next clock cycle in next pipeline stages,
then there is no use to perform the addition on all the bits at once.
Addition could be performed on lower bits and the resulting carry could
be used in the next pipeline stages to complete the addition.
Comparison between two values could be performed on subsections and
the final comparison could be done in next pipeline stages by comparing
the result for each subsection.
If a result is needed at certain pipeline stage and its operands are
available in earlier stages, then the logic needed to prepare the result
could be distributed among several upper pipeline stages to allow as
high fmax as possible. On the other hand, if tight timing constraints would
not allow detection of certain events at upper pipeline stages, these
events could be trapped at lower stages with a penalty of a number of
clock cycles to invalidate some instructions in pipeline. By distributing
the necessary logic across lower pipeline stages and accepting a
negligible penalty of a few clock cycles, it would still be possible to keep
the fmax at desirable rate.
Manual instantiation of FPGA primitives is another technique
heavily used in design of this processor to create high speed
components. Although synthesis tools usually synthesize the design to
most optimized circuit, but there are still cases where it would be
necessary to manually fine-tune and synthesize parts of the design
through manual primitive instantiation. Using this technique, one could
utilize low-delay hard-wired connections between LUTs, MUXs and carry
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chains. Also by manual instantiation it would be possible to use adjacent
slices and CLBs which helps to avoid interconnection delays. This latter
feature could be viewed as floorplanning.

ap
bp
ap+1
bp+1

LUT

Result

0

an
bn
an+1
bn+1

LUT

0

am
bm
am+1
bm+1

LUT

1

0

Figure 2.6: High speed comparator through manual primitive
Instantiation [1][12]

Extra bits in Virtex®™-4 Block RAMs provide another means for
improving fmax. When used as instruction cache, Block RAMs could be
configured to have words of 36 bits. This leaves us with four extra bits
per instruction. It is then possible to add logic before Block RAM to
process and modify instructions received from memory bus before they
are written into instruction cache, which can help to reduce the critical
path in the pipeline and thus increases fmax. As an example, parts of the
logic from “Decode” stage could be moved here and decoded
information for each instruction could be stored in extra parity bits.
Branch prediction and carry bit for computation of absolute branch
target addresses are examples of parity bit utilization.

2.5 Optimization Techniques
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By adding logic before instruction cache it would also be possible to
resolve compiled code incompatibility. Compiled code incompatibility
may arise when a general compiler is used which is not tailored for the
specific processor. The incompatibility between the compiled code and
processor architecture could be resolved by modifying the instruction
before writing it into instruction cache. This will save the time spent in
DE, thus fmax will be improved.
Multiplexers are among components which are very expensive
both in terms of area and delay when it comes to FPGA implementation
[1][26]. The reset input of registers could be utilized to replace
multiplexers with OR gates. This technique is extremely useful when it
comes to processor pipeline, since only one result is valid at each
pipeline stage when several function units are put in the same pipeline
stage.

.....
Reset
1’b1

Reset

Reset

Reset

....

Figure 2.7: OR-Based multiplexer [1]
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Chapter 3

Instruction Cache
While many properties of numerous electronic devices have adapted to
Moore’s law along their evolution, memory speed seems to have been an
exception. This has resulted in a phenomenon known as processor-memory
gap: a very high speed processor, whose performance cannot be fully utilized
and is bounded by memory access time which is considerably low when
compared to processor. As the intrinsic structure of current memory
technology makes it impossible to have large memories at processor speed,
this problem could be mitigated by introducing the concept of memory
hierarchy.

3.1

Locality of References

The four opposing memory parameters (size, speed, cost, and power)
make it impossible to enjoy a large memory at processor speed. As a
usual engineering practice, finding a trade-off between these
parameters seems inevitable, resulting in a relatively low price memory
system which is fast enough when compared to processor speed,
therefore enabling utilization of high processor speed. Furthermore,
results obtained from observing memory access patterns by processor
when executing general programs reveal certain behavior which could
be utilized to implement such a memory system. According to this
behavior, also known as 90/10 rule, ten percent of code is accessed
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ninety percent of time and ninety percent of code is accessed only ten
percent of time. This forms the basis for a concept known as locality of
references.
Locality of references could be further described as spatial locality
and temporal locality [20]. Spatial locality indicates that if a certain
memory address is referenced, addresses in its close neighborhood will
most likely be referenced afterwards (stems from sequential behavior of
programs). Temporal locality denotes that if a certain address is referred
to, it will most probably be referenced again in the near future (natural
behavior of loop instructions or subroutine calls).
3.2

Memory Hierarchy

The locality of reference concept forms the basis for a trade-off between
the four opposing memory parameters. Based on this concept, we could
divide memory system into subsections. The section to hold enough
code to satisfy locality requirements could be small, and as a result
should be very fast, since it is accessed very frequently. Although such
memory is chosen from an expensive VLSI technology to allow a very
high memory speed, the small capacity of the memory makes the price
feasible. As we leave locality area and move towards farther
subsections, we can gradually decrease memory speed while increasing
its capacity [20]. The design trade-off is fixed in such a way that the
overhead and penalty needed to move data between the fastest part
and the rest of memory system would be acceptable when compared to
the gained speed-up in program execution. The final result of such a
trade-off is a memory system which behaves as if it is almost at
processor speed, as large as possible and at a reasonable cost and power
consumption. Search for data will always commence at higher
subsections of memory hierarchy and will continue towards lower
subsections until data is found. When found, data will be copied to
higher subsections of hierarchy to allow faster access.
Apart from being selected from a very fast VLSI technology, the
memory at the top of hierarchy also benefits from its small size in terms
of speed: even within a same VLSI technology, smaller memory
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hardware is always faster than larger memory hardware. This could be
explained as routing and decoding delay, and also power-area ratio. A
larger memory needs more address decoding and routing, which causes
extra delays. Also when having a smaller memory, still the same power
used for a larger memory is distributed over a smaller area, resulting in a
fast charge and discharge of device parasitic capacitors, hence a faster
memory.

Figure 3.1: Memory hierarchy

Memory Type

Size

Access Time

CPU Registers
L1 Cache
L2 Cache
Main Memory
Hard Disc
Tape

Bytes
KBytes
Mbytes
GBytes
100xGBytes
TBytes

1 ns
5-10 ns
40-60 ns
100-150 ns
3-15 ms
seconds

Table 3.1: Typical memory hierarchy size/latency (various sources)
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3.3

Cache Memory Basics

The smallest and fastest subsection in memory hierarchy after CPU
registers is referred to as cache memory. Cache memory itself could be
partitioned into several levels in the memory hierarchy based on access
time and size. There might be several levels of very fast on-chip caches
very close to processor core, interfaced to lower parts of memory
hierarchy via off-chip caches.
The basic idea is to provide a memory which is fast enough to
allow utilization of high processor speed, and small to balance power,
cost and area. A cache controller will check the existence of data in
cache against the addresses issued by processor. If data could be found
in cache memory, which is referred to as a cache hit, data is delivered to
processor in a short cycle; otherwise, program execution will be
suspended until the data is brought into cache from lower levels of
memory hierarchy. Although program execution is suspended for a
number of cycles, the overall speed-up in program execution justifies
this penalty.
In our design, only one level of cache (L1 Cache) is used. The next
memory level in hierarchy is the off-chip main memory, from now on
referred to as memory. Since ξ2 microprocessor enjoys Harvard
architecture, separate instruction and data caches will be implemented.
Main Memory
Bus

ICache

DCache

Processor
Figure 3.2: Data movement between processor, caches and memory
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3.3.1 Cache Organization
Cache organization will determine how memory addresses should be
mapped to cache locations. Address is divided into subsections to allow
a trade-off between size and performance. Once determined, cache
organization will also dictate how cache misses/cache hits are detected.
Fully Associative Mapped Cache

In this organization, the location of data in cache does not depend on
memory address. Each memory address could be mapped to any
available free slot in cache. A memory known as CAM is used to
implement this organization. Unlike ordinary RAM which returns data
against the supplied address, CAM will perform a very fast parallel
search (single cycle) on all its content against the supplied data (in our
context, index part of memory address) and will return the address(es)
of the location(s) where the data was found. Other associated data
stored with search content will also be returned. The returned address is
then used to retrieve the data associated with the supplied address.
Memory Address

Tag

Line

Word

Byte

CAM
Tag

Address

Data

Cache hit/miss

Cache Data

Figure 3.3: Fully-Associative mapped cache organization
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Fully associative caches provide best results in terms of hit rate;
however, the time needed to decide a hit is relatively high, since two
memory references are needed. First, the location of data in cache is
determined by looking up the tag memory (CAM) against the supplied
memory address. Second, the data is retrieved from cache using the
address returned from tag memory.
Direct Mapped Cache Organization

This organization results in a very fast hit time; however, hit rate is lower
when compared to fully associative mapped organization. In this
organization, location of data in cache depends on memory address, i.e.
memory addresses are mapped to fixed locations in cache.
Memory address is divided into tag, line (block), word, and byte
subsections. This division allows the cache to be divided into blocks of
equal size, called lines. All the words in a cache line share the same tag
value, which is stored in a separate memory called tag memory.
Memory Address

Tag

Line

TAG

Word Byte

Cache

Data
Cache hit/miss

Figure 3.4: Direct-Mapped cache
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N-Way Set-Associative Cache Organization

The low hit rate in direct mapped cache is due to the fact that memory
addresses with same line address cannot simultaneously reside in cache
(resulting in conflict misses). N-Way Set-Associative organization (N>1)
solves this problem by providing more than one physical block for each
cache line. This organization works the same as direct mapped cache,
except that each line could be located in one of the N available ways,
making it possible for several tags with same line address to reside
simultaneously in cache, therefore increasing the hit rate.
Memory Address
Tag

Line

TAG

TAG

WAY0

WAY1

Word

Byte

Cache

Cache

WAY0

WAY1

Data

Cache hit/miss

Figure 3.5: Two-Way Set-Associative cache

Organization

Hit Rate

Hit Detection Time

Fully-Associative
Direct Mapped
N-Way Set-Associative,
N>1

Best
Good
Very good, increases
as N increases

Average
Fastest
Fast, decreases as N
increases

Table 3.2: Cache organization overview
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3.3.2 Block Size
As far as cost and hit time allow, it is desirable to have as large cache
memory as possible. Although compulsory misses cannot be eliminated
by increase in cache size, a larger cache will generally lead to a decrease
in capacity misses; however, studies show that increasing cache size
beyond a certain limit will not have noticeable effect on miss rate. Unlike
cache size, an increase in block size could have negative effect on miss
rate. Block size is not determined independently, but with respect to
total cache size and miss penalty. Conflict misses on the other hand are
left unaffected by block size and depend on associativity factor.

Ρcache miss = Ρcompulsory misses + Ρconflict misses + Ρcapacity misses

(3.1)

An optimum size for a cache block is a matter of trade-off
between factors such as hit rate, miss penalty, cache pollution (unused
words in a cache line), and memory bus bandwidth.
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20

Miss Rate %

Cache Size:
15

1K
4K
16K

10

64K
256K

5

0
16

32

64

128

256

Block Size (Bytes)

Figure 3.6: Cache miss rate vs. block size [20]

Small block size will result in less cache pollution, therefore cache
is better utilized; however, miss rate is increased since working set will
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be spread among more blocks. On the other hand, larger blocks
generally result in higher hit rate; however, if block size is increased
while cache size is constant, the number of required blocks in cache
(working set) will decrease, resulting in higher miss rates. A smooth
program execution cannot commence unless the working set is present
in cache. Larger blocks also suffer from cache pollution. Another
problem with large block size is memory bus bandwidth usage. Each
cache fill request requires moving large amount of data between
memory and cache, which could cause a high bus traffic and therefore
high latency.

16
14

Miss Rate %

12
Direct-Mapped

10

2-Way

8

Conflict Misses

4-Way

6

8-Way

Capacity Misses

4

Compulsory Misses

Capacity Misses

2
0
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

Cache Size (KBytes)

Figure 3.7: Cache miss rate vs. cache size vs. associativity [20]
3.3.3 Block Replacement
In case of cache organizations with associativity, there is always a choice
as to which line to select for replacement among several available lines.
Careful choice of an algorithm for block replacement can reduce the rate
of cache misses, known as conflict misses. The idea is to replace a block
which will not be used in the future, therefore decreasing miss rate.
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LRU Least Recently Used algorithm chooses the least recently used block
to replace. Extra bits known as aging bits are implemented for each
cache line. These bits are updated upon a reference to each cache line.
MRU Most Recently Used algorithm acts the opposite of LRU. It discards
a block which has been used most recently, with the assumption that
the recently referenced blocks are retired and will not be needed
anymore and other blocks will be referenced instead. This replacement
policy tends to cause less miss rate for certain applications.
Random as the name implies, randomly chooses a victim block to
replace. It is the simplest replacement policy and requires less overhead.
This policy is used in some state of the art processors from ARM family,
and despite its simplicity exhibits good performance.
LFU Least Frequently Used strategy is similar to LRU strategy, however
frequency or number of references to a block in a period of time is
considered instead of the last access time.
There exist other more complex replacement policies, formed by
combining the above mentioned policies which will result in better
performance.
3.3.4 Data Consistency
If cache content is modified, the changes should be reflected back in
main memory as well; otherwise, cache and memory are said to be
inconsistent. Write policy defines how changes in cache are reflected
back in memory. Data consistency becomes more serious in case of
multi-core processors and multi-processor platforms, where a shared
memory is accessed by several sources, introducing cache coherency
problem. Cache write policies are grouped as below [20].
Write-through Each write to cache memory will result a write to main
memory as well. This approach can slow down the processor.
Write-back Upon modification, a cache line is marked as dirty. Write to
memory will not commence until the block is selected to be replaced
during a cache fill. While this policy does not impose sever negative
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effects on processor performance, bus traffic on the other hand might
be highly affected.
Write-buffer To alleviate the processor slowdown incurred by adopting
write-through policy, a buffer is introduced to hold the data to be
written in memory, so that processor does not need to wait before
program execution could be resumed.
3.4

Instruction Cache Implementation

A total size of 8 Kbytes was decided for instruction cache. Cache was
organized as two-way set-associative. Each cache way shall
accommodate 128 lines of 32 bytes (8 words). For simplicity reasons and
to maintain a shorter critical path, Round-Robin (FIFO) method was
employed as block replacement policy. A 128-bit distributed memory is
used to keep track of currently updated cache way. A single bit was
enough to address a two-way set-associative cache [12].
31

12
Tag

11
Line

5 4
2
Word

1 0
Byte

Figure 3.8: Instruction cache address division
After a comparison between cache configurations for available
soft microprocessor cores, the above configuration seemed to provide
acceptable results, especially by adding associativity of degree 2. Among
the available soft microprocessor cores only OpenSPARC™ includes setassociative L1 caches.
Instruction and tag BRAMs are accessed simultaneously by
supplying the lowest part of address (bits [11: 2] in PC). Tag part of
address is only needed for tag comparison in the clock cycle after each
cache access. This property has been utilized in PC module to shorten
critical path by pipelining (re-timing) the PC addition. In the first
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clock cycle, addition will be performed on the lower sixteen bits. In the
second clock cycle, the generated carry bit from previous step is used to
calculate the higher fifteen bits.
Core

Size

OpenRISC [21]
MicrBlaze [22]
Nios II [23]
Leon [24]
OpenSPARC [25]

Organization

Line Size

1 KB – 8 KB
Direct -mapped
512B – 64 KB
Direct -mapped
512B – 64 KB
Direct -mapped
1 KB – 64 KB
Direct -mapped
16 KB
8-way set-associative

16 Bytes
16 Bytes
32 Bytes
8 – 32 Bytes
32 Bytes

Table 3.3: Instruction cache comparison for some soft CPU cores

New_PC
4
PC_Low

+
New_PC

carry

PC[16:0]

high_offset

+
PC_High

+
PC[31:17]

Figure 3.9: Re-timed program counter [19]
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With the goal of maximum clock frequency in mind, it would be
impossible to perform instruction decode in a single pipeline stage
immediately after BRAMs. Not only the correct instruction should be
selected based on the result of tag comparison, but also lots of logic is
required to decode the selected instruction. Recalling from previous
chapters, long output delay of BRAM would leave a very little time for
decode logic which is already in the critical path, thus making it
impossible to achieve a high clock frequency if everything were to be
done in a single stage. To alleviate this condition, parts of the decode
logic were placed after BRAM at PM pipeline stage. As an example, logic
for hazard detection between consecutive instructions was moved here.
Each fetched instruction from BRAM is checked in parallel against
instructions in the next three pipeline stages to find any dependencies
between source and destination operands. The result of this comparison
is used to either forward the operands or to stall the processor, waiting
for the operands to be available before executing the instruction. A
careful reader might ask how hazard detection is achieved since no
decision is yet made concerning the valid instruction based on tag
comparison. To allow this, hazard detection logic was duplicated. A
multiplexer is used in DE pipeline stage to select the valid result based
on tag comparison [12].
Tag comparison is also performed in PM stage. This is
accomplished by comparing the higher bits of instruction address (bits
[31:12]) and tag value. Comparison logic is duplicated as well to allow
parallel tag comparison for both cache ways. Long output delay of BRAM
once again makes it impossible to perform the whole 20-bit comparison
at once at the desired clock frequency. As a solution, comparison is
performed on a 10-bit basis. Lower 10 bits of tag and address are
compared separately in parallel with higher 10 bits. It will take half the
time needed for 20-bit comparison, since propagation time is halved.
Final comparison is performed during next clock cycle in DE stage by
evaluating the four result bits. 10-bit comparators were designed and
implemented through manual instantiation of FPGA primitives to allow
maximum possible fmax (figure 2.6).
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New PC
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PM_PC[31:12]

Comparator 1
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Comparator 0
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1
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0
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1

1

0
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0
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FWD_Ctrl
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Figure 3.10: Instruction cache architecture
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PM pipeline stage has implications for branch and jump instructions as
well. The address of branch target is not known until branch instruction
enters DE and branch prediction bit is extracted from instruction word.
When branch instruction is in DE, instruction immediately after branch is
already fetched from cache and is in PM stage. It would be easier to
allow a delay slot rather than tolerating any penalty to invalidate this
instruction. However, having a delay slot makes it more difficult to
determine the restart address when cache misses occur. This issue will
be discussed further.
3.4.1 BRAM Dual Port Configuration
To distribute the work load, read and write operations are done via
separate ports. Also each instruction is divided into high and low parts
and is stored in two BRAMs. Without such configuration, a multiplexer
would have been required to select between the two BRAMs, which was
unacceptable due to tight timing constraints and the output delay of
BRAM.

fill_addr

PC_Low

RD

WayN
[35:18]

WR

fill_addr

PC_Low

RD

WayN
[17:0]

Bus_Data

Bus_Data

Insn[35:18]

WR

Insn[17:0]

Figure 3.11: BRAM configuration for data array

Two BRAMs are allocated for each tag memory. Not only are there
unused bits in each tag word (only 20 bits out of 36 are used), but also
most of the space of each tag memory is not utilized. This is natural,
since a single tag is assigned to all the words in a cache line.
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PC_Low

fill_addr

PC_Low

fill_addr

Tag 0

Tag 1
RD

Unused

RD

WR

Unused

WR

Bus_Data

Bus_Data

Tag 1

Tag 0

75% (1.5 KBytes) unused BRAM space

Figure 3.12: BRAM configuration for tag array

It is possible to have a better utilization for tag array. Two
alternatives are suggested.
Alternative 1
Both tag memories could be fitted into a single BRAM. Each port is
assigned to one tag memory; however, one port should be shared to
perform cache fill via memory bus. Also an extra bit is added to address
line to allow segment selection.
PC_Low

fill_addr

PC_Low
10

11
Bus_Data

Tag 1

Tag 0

Segment Selection Bit
11

RD Tag 1
&
RD
WR Unused

Tag 0

Figure 3.13: BRAM tag array configuration – shared bus port
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Benefits
- Although not totally removed, BRAM unused space is reduced to
50% from 75% (utilization is increased by factor of two).
Drawback
- The added multiplexer to shared address port might impose
negative effects on fmax , being accompanied by long setup time of
BRAM inputs.
Alternative 2
If cache organization is changed so that tag length is reduced to 18 bits
instead of 20 bits (cache size is increased: either an increase in number
of lines, line size, or both), then tag values for both cache ways could be
fitted in a single word (including parity bits). This could lead to further
optimizations: all the BRAM space is utilized for tag memory, and there
is no need to share a port between tag read and memory bus access.
One port is used to read both tag values via a single word read, and the
other port is dedicated to memory bus for cache fill. Note that it is
possible to have write control over each byte of data when BRAM is
configured to have word size of more than one byte.

PC_Low

fill_addr
Tag1 Tag0
RD

WR

Bus_Data

Tag 1

Tag 0

Figure 3.14: BRAM tag array configuration – single tag read port
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Benefits
BRAM space is 100% utilized, without any negative impact on fmax . Also
note that delay due to fan-out of pc_low signal is reduced, since both
tags are accessed via a single port.
Drawbacks
No serious drawbacks could be associated with this configuration,
except that designer might prefer to keep more BRAMs for other
purposes than allocating them to cache memory.
3.4.2 Cache Controller FSM
Instruction cache controller is implemented as a FSM. It contains
separate states for filling cache and tag memories. Upon assertion of
reset signal, FSM is entered cache invalidating state, in which the
content of the cache is invalidated by writing an invalid tag value to all
locations in tag memory. This tag value belongs to a memory region
which no code execution is allowed from. This will ensure that no invalid
instruction residing in cache will be executed after reset and will result in
a cache miss.
Reset
Tag
Invalidation

Fetch

Tag Update

Cache miss

Line Fill

Figure 3.15: Cache controller FSM
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3.4.3 Cache miss and Pipeline
Each instruction is decoded into a control word containing all the
necessary control signals and information for next pipeline stages. This
control word is then passed along the pipeline. If control bits related to a
particular pipeline stage are forced to zero in the control word, no
operation will be done in that pipeline stage. This is how NOP
mechanism is implemented. When a cache miss is detected at DE,
control word for FWD stage will be forced to zero; however, some bits in
the control word will still be set, including the instruction address that
caused the cache miss and a bit indicating that the instruction should be
repeated due to a cache miss. This information is needed later in the
lower pipeline stages to determine the restart address, since it was not
possible to resolve the restart address immediately in DE stage due to
fmax requirements.
Decoder
,`Repeat_This_Insn, ‘b0cache miss (tag mismatch in DE)
,‘b0cache miss or branch penalty detected in EX2
FWD_Ctrl
,‘b0cache miss detected from Repeat_This_Insn bit in EX1_Ctrl
,‘b0cache miss or branch penalty detected in EX2
EX1_Ctrl
EX2_Ctrl
WB_Ctrl

Reset Input (cache miss or branch penalty
detected in EX2 or stall) – this reset signal is
asserted for three clock cycles (two clock cycles
if stall in delay slot) after its cause is
disappeared. This is used to invalidate lower
pipeline stages until correct instruction reaches
EX1 stage.
)

Figure 3.16: Pipeline NOP insertion and instruction invalidation
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3.4.4 Cache miss and Restart Address
Cache miss is first detected at DE through tag comparison; however,
restart address cannot be decided at this point. Generally the first
instruction causing a cache miss should be repeated after cache is
updated, unless the instruction causing cache miss is located in the delay
slot of a branch or jump instruction. Under such condition, the branch or
jump instruction associated with the delay slot should be repeated.
Failing to do so, branch will never take place and program will flow in a
wrong direction [18]. Tight timing constraints make it impossible to
check at DE stage if cache miss happened in a branch delay slot. Logic to
detect this is spread across lower pipeline stages, and return address will
be available at EX2 pipeline stage. At this point, correct restart address is
sent to PC module, and control word for FWD stage will be forced to
zero i.e. NOP is inserted in the pipeline until cache is updated and
normal program execution could resume.

PC_High

Tag
Mem.

PM
compare
DE

match
FWD

cachemiss
(one pulse)

FW_Ctrl
logic

EX1

EX1_Ctrl
To PC & DE

EX2

EX2_Ctrl

WB

WB_Ctrl

logic

Restart addr.

(EX2_repent)

logic
cachemiss

Figure 3.17: Restart address detection spread across pipeline
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3.4.5 Instruction Preprocessor
It is not exaggeration to state that achieving a high clock frequency
would have been impossible without utilizing parity bits in BRAM. When
instructions are retrieved from memory bus, there is enough time to
process, reformat or even partly overwrite them before they are written
into cache [18]. This forms the main idea behind implementation of an
instruction preprocessor. Critical path is shortened by removing parts of
pipeline logic and placing it before caches. In cases where more
reduction in processor critical path is needed, it is also feasible to
pipeline cache fill.
The four parity bits are utilized as below, resulting in 36-bit instructions:
 The first parity bit (33rd bit in instruction word) is used as branch
prediction bit. “Smart prediction” was chosen as prediction
algorithm. According to this scheme, branches to locations after
the branch instruction, known as forward branches, are predicted
as “Not Taken”, while branches to locations before the branch
instruction, known as backward branches, are predicted “Taken”.
This prediction algorithm adopts branch behavior in loops.
Prediction is true throughout loop iterations except for the last
iteration. Apart from simplicity and low implementation overhead,
benchmarking has shown satisfactory results when employing this
prediction algorithm.
 The second parity bit (34th bit in instruction word) represents type
of jump instructions. Jump instructions of type “register jump” will
have this bit set.
 The third parity bit (35th bit in instruction word) stores the carry
bit resulted from addition of branch offset with lower 16 bits of
branch instruction address. For offset branches, the immediate
offset value from instruction word should be added to address of
branch instruction in order to calculate the final branch target.
This requires a 32-bit addition: branch offset will be sign extended
to 32 bits and will be added to address of branch instruction. To
shorten the critical path in pipeline, the lower 16 bits of absolute
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branch address could be calculated and overwritten to instruction
word while filling the cache. The resulting carry bit is saved in a
parity bit in order to calculate the higher bits of branch address
after the instruction is decoded.
 The forth parity bit (36th bit in instruction word) is used to
determine the destination register in instruction word. This is
necessary, since the bits in instruction word representing the
result register do not reside in a fixed place in MIPS ISA.
Op-code (6)

rs (5)

rt (5)

rd (5)

sa (5)

func (6)

(a) R-Type instruction
Op-code (6)

rs (5)

rt (5)

Immediate (16)

(b) I-Type instruction

Figure 3.18: MIPS instruction coding

Result register is represented by rd field of instruction word for Rtype instructions, whereas rt field is used to represent result
register for I-type instructions, since rd field is overwritten by
immediate value in I-type instructions.
Bus_Addr. Bus_Data_In
32
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R (Data Block) W
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Figure 3.19: Instruction preprocessor
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3.4.6 Way Prediction
The two-way set-associative instruction cache discussed in previous
sections does not satisfy fmax requirements. PC module is already in
critical path even with a direct mapped cache. Multiplexers are inherent
in design of two-way set-associative caches. Not only expensive in terms
of area [26], multiplexers also add to critical path which in case of our
design, is already pushed to its limit. Employing way-prediction
technique proved to be a solution to this problem [17].
Originally developed to reduce power consumption when
accessing set-associative caches in embedded devices, way-prediction
technique could also be used to reduce critical path of cache memories
[27][28]. If before fetching an instruction from a set-associative cache it
is known, or could be predicted, in which cache way the instruction
resides, only the predicted cache way needs to be accessed. In case of
cache hit, there will be no penalty and next instruction will be fetched. If
the predicted cache way leads to a cache miss, all the other cache ways
are accessed simultaneously as usual. There is always a penalty for a
mispredicted cache way: pipeline should be flushed before reading other
cache ways; however, the frequency speed-up justifies the trade-off,
especially if an accurate prediction algorithm is employed.
Since it is known beforehand which cache way should be accessed
when using way-prediction, instruction multiplexer could be set in
advance. This allows the instruction multiplexer to be moved from DE to
PM stage. This will not help much in terms of reducing the critical path,
since critical path is only moved from one pipeline stage to another. On
the other hand, if both cache ways could be fitted in a single BRAM, then
way selection could be achieved through cache address line and
multiplexer after BRAMs could be removed. This is how the real speedup is achieved in our design: removal of instruction multiplexer has great
impact on improving the fmax.
Several decisions had to be made before implementing way
prediction. First, an algorithm had to be employed to predict the cache
way containing the instruction to be fetched; second, it had to be
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decided when to generate prediction information i.e. on the fly or during
cache fill.
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From instruction word
From cache controller
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Figure 3.20: Way-Predictable instruction cache
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A way prediction algorithm with high hit rate seemed to be difficult to
achieve and expensive to implement in terms of logic overhead and
negative effects on critical path. The accuracy of way prediction is
heavily affected by branch and jump instructions. For programs
consisting of only sequential instructions, the way of the current
instruction could be used as prediction for next instruction. This
prediction will provide correct results, except for the first instruction in
each cache line. In that case, there will be a penalty to switch to other
cache ways, which will be followed by a cache refill. This is however not
the case for real programs with branch instructions. Target of the branch
cannot be predicted accurately. Taking branch prediction, delay slots,
and replacement policies into consideration, way prediction will become
error prone. To increase the prediction accuracy, logic is needed to
perform dynamic way prediction. This includes a prediction table which
is updated whenever a cache miss is occurred. This is contrary to our
goal of keeping fmax at its highest. Therefore, a straightforward static way
prediction policy was adopted: current instruction to be fetched will be
predicted to be in the same way as previous instruction. This policy
stems from sequential behavior of program execution. Although branch
instructions are neglected, a good balance between maximum operating
frequency and prediction accuracy is achieved. Studies have shown that
way prediction for instruction cache leads to cache hit with accuracy of
85 percent [17].
Next cache way could be predicted on the fly immediately before
instruction fetch, which also eliminates the need to store prediction
result. This method will add extra logic to PC module, which is already in
critical path. An alternative would be to perform way prediction
somewhere outside the critical path before instruction fetch. Prediction
result will be stored and sent to cache together with memory addresses.
Similar to branch prediction, way prediction could also be done during
cache fill. Prediction results will then be stored in BRAM parity bits. Since
prediction should be available before fetching an instruction, each
instruction will therefore supply way prediction for the next instruction
to be fetched. Currently all the four parity bits in BRAMs are in use.
Although there are free bits in tag memory, they are difficult to utilize
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since tag memory provides free bits per cache line, whereas a bit per
instruction is needed. Still it is possible to utilize empty bits in tag
memory; however, extra logic is needed to extract prediction bits from
tag according to the address being fetched. Such overhead cannot be
tolerated in PC module and will severely degrade fmax.
One bit in instruction word is enough to store prediction result for
a two-way set-associative cache. The second and forth parity bits were
combined together, thus leaving the second parity bit (34th bit in
instruction word) free to be used as way prediction bit. Second bit was
originally used to indicate a JR (register jump) instruction and forth bit
was originally used to indicate result operand (MIPS rd or rt). Since jump
instructions do not have result operand, therefore a single parity bit
could be used for both purposes. According to Fig. 3.21, illegal
combinations that never occur could be utilized as unique values to
encode dual functionality of forth bit. However, there is a slight penalty:
to be able to decode the function of the dual purpose bit later in the
pipeline, extra logic is needed; luckily, this extra logic does not impose
negative impacts on fmax , since it is parallel to other logic in the critical
path. Yet another optimization would be to remove the AND gate after
forth parity bit and use it directly, since “register jump” instructions are
exempted from result operand matching through assertion of
force_no_match signal (rt and rd fields for “register jump” instruction are
both zero).
BRAM parity bits [35:32]: is_rt_dest
0
co: carry out
0
jr: jump register
0
bp: branch prediction
0
0
1
1
illegal
1

co
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
-

jr
0
0
0
0
1
0
-

bp
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

Offset Branch
reg. jump (“jr” or “jalr”)
rt field as dest. reg.

Figure 3.21: Parity bit utilization before way-prediction
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BRAM parity bits [35:32]:
wp: way prediction

is_rt_dest
0
0
0
0
1
1
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co
0
1
0
1
0
1

wp
-

bp
0
0
1
1
1
0

Offset Branch
reg. jump (“jr” or “jalr”)
rt field as dest. reg.

(a) Encoding

35

34

is_rt_dest J(AL)R Carry

33

32

WP

BP

(b) Decoding

Figure 3.22: Parity bit utilization for way-predictable cache

When way prediction leads to a cache miss, pipeline should be
flushed before the other cache way is accessed. To use the available
infrastructure and avoid extra logic in critical path, pipeline flush is
achieved by a fake cache miss. A second FSM was added to handle fake
cache misses by flushing pipeline after the first encountered cache miss,
swapping cache ways, and finally issuing the real cache miss signal in
case cache miss occurs on the swapped cache way. From that point on,
cache fill FSM will refill the instruction cache. A fake cache miss signal
will have the same effect as a real cache miss, including setting PC to
restart address and flushing the pipeline, except that cache fill routine
will not be invoked. As soon as the pipeline is flushed, a fake cache-miss-
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handled signal will be asserted, which resumes program execution. The
added FSM will control all the necessary timings and synchronizations.
Any attempt to add a new pipeline invalidating mode and extra logic to
handle way swap in a way different from fake cache miss would lead to
additional delay in critical path, which was contrary to our design aim.

cache miss

start

way N

cache miss

way 1-N

way swap
cache hit N

cache hit 1-N
cache miss
way_sel 1-N

way_sel N

cache fill
N є , 0, 1 Figure 3.23: Way-prediction FSM

Chapter 4

Data Cache
This chapter covers implementation of data cache for ξ2 processor. The same
organization as instruction cache was chosen for data cache as well; however,
there are more considerations such as data consistency or read after write
hazards. Such issues along with data cache implementation are addressed in
this chapter.

4.1

Data Cache Organization

Same cache organization as instruction cache was also chosen for data
cache [12]. Due to similar timing constraints discussed during
implementation of instruction cache, access to data cache is also
pipelined. At the first stage, cache ways and tag memory are accessed
simultaneously. In the next stage, a comparison is made between tag
value and memory address to determine a cache hit/miss. Meanwhile,
data will be shifted and aligned according to the intended word size,
which could be byte (8 bits), half-word (16 bits) or word (32 bits). Shiftand-align unit had to be duplicated similar to hazard detector for
instruction cache.
Memory address is calculated by adding the 16-bit immediate
offset value extracted from instruction word to the base value obtained
from register file. Write enable signals and the actual data to be written
into memory are also prepared in parallel with address calculation. Data
49
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to be written in memory is formatted according to word size for read
operation discussed above.
OP-B

OP-A

Immediate offset
Logic

+

WB_Addr
Wishbone
Bus

WB-Data

EX_Mem_Addr.
cachefill_addr.

Data Array

Tag Array
EX1
EX2-Data

way
1

EX2-Addr

EX2
WB-Data

Cmp1

WB-Addr

way 1
8 bits

way 0
8 bits

shift/align
1

shift/align
0

way
0

Cmp0

Match

Data1

== 2’b11

Data

To RF

WB

Data0

WB2-Addr

EX2-Addr

WB-Addr
Cache hit/miss

WB2-Insn-Addr

Immediate-store-load
fake cache miss

Figure 4.1: Data cache architecture

WB-Insn-Addr

Restart Address
To PC FSM

4.1 Data Cache Organization
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Write operation cannot commence immediately after memory address is
calculated. It needs to go through all the steps needed for a read
operation in order to detect cache miss before writing into memory.
Write to data cache takes place when the store instruction is leaving the
last pipeline stage (WB). In figure 4.2.a note that a single port is used for
both read and write operations during cache fill via memory bus, while
read and write during normal operation is done via two separate ports.
WB_Mem_Addr.

Cachefill_Addr.
WB_Data Bus_Data_In

EX_Mem_Addr.

RD
&
WR

RD

Bus_Data_Out

Cache Data

(a) Data memory

EX_Mem_Addr.

Cachefill_Addr.

RD

WR

Mem_Bus_Addr.
Tag

(b) Tag memory

Figure 4.2: BRAM dual port utilization
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4.2

Data Cache

Data Cache Controller

Similar to instruction cache, data cache operation is controlled by a FSM.
An extra state was added to perform write-back before cache content is
updated. FSM is also responsible for invalidating data cache content
upon assertion of reset signal by filling tag memory with illegal tag
values.
Reset
Tag
Invalidation

steady
cache miss
dirty line

Tag update

write back

Line fill

Figure 4.3: Data cache controller FSM

4.3

Write Policy

Modifications in cache are reflected back into memory using write-back
method. A distributed memory containing a bit per line per cache way is
used to keep track of modified cache lines. Parallel with reading data
cache, the related dirty bit is also read from distributed memory. Upon a
cache miss and before replacing a cache line, the dirty bit is used to
determine whether a write back should be performed before cache fill.
However, the above mentioned implementation using distributed
memory (see Fig. 4.4) imposed serious negative impact on fmax . As a
solution, distributed memory was replaced by a BRAM. Dual port feature
of BRAM makes it a perfect solution for managing dirty bits when one
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port is dedicated for read operation and the other for write operation.
fmax was improved to 224 MHz from 177 MHz; however, most of BRAM
space is unused and therefore wasted.

// Distributed Mem.
Reg [1:0] dirty_bit [127:0];

way 1 way 0
Line 1
Line 2

.
.
.

.
.
.

Line 127
Line 128

Figure 4.4: Dirty bit implementation

Although frequency improvement is very impressive and may
justify low BRAM utilization when used instead of distributed memory to
manage dirty bits, it might still be possible to get acceptable results
using distributed memory: dirty bits for each cache way could be saved
in a separate distributed array. A multiplexer is then used to choose
between the two arrays. Reading from the distributed memories and
selecting the value for correct cache way could be pipelined to allow
better results, if necessary.
// Distributed Mem.
Reg dirty_bit_array0 [127:0];
Reg dirty_bit_array1 [127:0];

array 1

array 0

.
.
.

.
.
.

Line 1

Line 128
way_sel

Figure 4.5: Dirty bit implementation using separate distributed arrays
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4.4

Data Cache

Cache Miss and Pipeline

Upon detection of a data cache miss at the last pipeline stage (WB),
pipeline is already filled with instructions. Assertion of cache miss signal
will also disable further writes into data cache by possible store
instructions in the pipeline. Pipeline is also flushed by using the same
infrastructure discussed for instruction cache. FWD stage control word
is continuously forced to NOP until cache fill is finished and program
execution is resumed at correct address.
4.5

Cache Miss Hazards

Apart from data cache, register file should also be protected against
modifications when a cache miss occurs. In situations where data cache
miss occurs by executing a load instruction which uses the same register
to indicate both base and target registers, base register will be modified
in case RF is not write protected. If so, it is not possible anymore to
access the intended memory location when load instruction is repeated
after cache fill. The same problem arises when instructions modifying
base register appear after a memory instruction which causes a data
cache miss.

Listing 4.1: Base register modification after data cache miss
.
.
.
.
.
.
lw $tn , k($tn)
sw $tm , K($tn)
.
add $tn , $tp , $tq
.
.
.
.
.
(a) Base register modified by
(b) Base register modified by
memory instruction

instructions after memory
instruction

4.6 Cache Miss and Restart Address

4.6
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Cache Miss and Restart Address

The first memory instruction causing a data cache miss will be repeated
after cache fill, unless the memory instruction is in a delay slot. Under
such circumstance, the branch instruction will be repeated [18]. Since
data cache miss is detected at the last pipeline stage (WB), the address
of the currently retired instruction is saved to be used when determining
the restart address. After the correct restart address is sent to PC
module, the address multiplexer in PC module will select this address
until cache fill is finished.

WB2-Insn-Addr
cache miss
fake cache miss

WB-Insn-Addr

Address Selection

WB2_Is_Jump

Restart address to PC FSM

Figure 4.6: Data cache miss restart address selection
4.7

Read after Write Hazard

Data cache read and write occur at different pipeline stages. This will
lead to incorrect results when an instruction tries to read from a
memory location which was just written into, known as RAW hazard.
This situation could be explained by looking into pipeline stages
where load and store take place. A write into data cache takes place
when a store instruction is leaving the last pipeline stage. By that time, a
load instruction immediately after the store instruction has already read
from data cache, and a second load instruction after store instruction is
reading the same cell that is being written into, which will result in old
data. Since there is no infrastructure to automatically stall the processor
under these circumstances, this problem was solved by implementing
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fake data cache miss. Data cache miss signal is asserted, however FSM
will not enter cache fill state. Pipeline will be flushed and PC will be set
to correct restart address. When pipeline has been flushed, cache miss
signal is deasserted without data cache being filled and program
execution will restart at correct restart address, which is the address of
load instruction.
Since there already existed address calculation logic in EX stage,
address comparison for consecutive store and load was moved to EX2
and WB stages. A register is added to hold memory address of memory
instructions after they are retired. This address is simultaneously
compared to memory addresses of the memory instructions at EX2 and
WB. Two 30-bit comparators are used to enable simultaneous address
comparison.

WB2_Mem_Addr [31:0]
EX2_Mem_Addr [31:0]

WB_Mem_Addr [31:0]

RAW Hazard Detector
Fake cache miss due to RAW hazard

Figure 4.7: RAW hazard detector

Listing 4.2: DCache RAW hazard
.
.
sb $t0, 0($sn )
lw $t1, 0($sn )
.
.

(a) Immediate RAW hazard

.
.
$t0, 0($sn )

sb
nop
lw $t1, 0($sn )
.
.

(b) Delayed RAW hazard

4.8 Critical Path

4.8
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Critical Path

Way prediction is not so effective when it comes to data caches;
therefore, way prediction was not implemented. As a result, data cache
module devotes a lot to critical path. Critical path could be shortened by
pipelining EX memory address calculation and also consecutive memory
address comparison for RAW hazards.
4.9

Simultaneous Instruction and Data Cache Misses

Since instruction and data cache misses are detected in different
pipeline stages, it is possible that they happen simultaneously. Data
cache miss has priority over instruction cache miss. When an instruction
causing a data cache miss is repeated when having a simultaneous
instruction and data cache misses, the instruction causing instruction
cache miss will also get a chance to be repeated and serviced, while the
opposite is not true.
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Chapter 5

Verification
This chapter emphasizes on developing thorough test benches to verify
functional correctness of instruction and data caches. By test bench we mean
programs written in MIPS assembly language covering corner case. If
processor produces correct output on a test program, then the hardware is
functionally verified. Several corner cases and their combinations had to be
considered while developing the test benches. Test bench generation was
automated through employment of Python™ programming language since
manual test bench generation was out of the question due to a very large
problem space.

5.1

Test Considerations

To check that modifications to the original processor towards cache
implementation would not create bugs in other parts of the processor
which were already verified, a regression test was run after each
modification to the processor; however, the available test benches for
caches needed to be improved to include numerous corner cases as well
as associativity issues.
In general, test benches for caches should verify that program
execution will resume at correct address after a cache miss is serviced.
This might not be as trivial as it seems, since different instructions
affecting the program counter e.g. branch instructions and instructions
that stall the CPU, could be present along the pipeline when a cache
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miss occurs. Branch instructions could either be taken or not taken and
could be predicted as taken or not taken, resulting in four possible
combinations. The case where both data and instruction cache misses
are occurred simultaneously should also be taken into account. The
complexity is further increased when exception support is later added to
the core.
The first instruction causing a cache miss is repeated after cache
miss has been dealt with; however, this is not true in case cache miss
occurs in the delay slot. Under such condition, the branch instruction is
repeated; otherwise, program will flow in a wrong direction. In case of
data caches, it should also be verified that the so-called dirty line in
cache is written back into memory before being replaced.
Branch offset also imposes restriction on test bench size. A 16-bit
offset is used as immediate value in instruction word for branch
instructions. This offset value represents number of instructions (not
bytes) to jump. Offset value is shifted to left by two bits (equal to
multiply by four, since each instruction word is four bytes) and is added
to the address of instruction in delay slot to form the absolute branch
target address. This will result in a branch range of ±32768 instructions,
i.e. ±128 Kbytes. Since branch instructions reside anywhere in a test
bench, therefore it was decided to keep main core of each test bench
file 256 Kbytes to ensure correct coverage by branch instructions.
As could be seen, a thorough test bench for caches could be quite
complex to develop. The complexity is further increased when
combining the conditions mentioned above, thus emphasizing on the
necessity for test automation.
5.2 Use of Python™ Script
Due to lots of possible conditions and their combination to be tested,
manual test bench generation was out of the question. A tool was
needed to automate test bench generation. The choice fell upon
Python™ programming language, since the previous work was heavily
based on that. Python™ enjoys a very readable and simple syntax while
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maintaining powerful features. Many complex tasks could be
accomplished only by using the available standard libraries.
Despite all the flexibilities, a limitation was found concerning
depth of nested loops. Python™ does not allow more than twenty
nested for loops. This problem however could be solved by placing the
exceeding nested loops in a separate subroutine and call it immediately
after the twentieth nested for loop.

.s file(s)

.v file(s)

(MIPS Assembly Instructions)

(Processor Design Files)

mips-elf-gcc
Link.ld

.o

mips-elf-ld
.elf
GXemul

mips-elf-objcopy

PM.bin

DM.bin

python™ scripts
PM.vh

DM.vh
ModelSIM
output.txt

output.txt
Test OK

Figure 5.1: General verification structure
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I-Cache Test Corner Cases

To have a better control over test bench creation, each test file is
composed of a number of eight-instruction blocks, similar to cache line.
This enables a modular automated approach. It will also be easier to
implement corner cases where the instruction in a branch delay slot
would result in a cache miss.
Earlier results had revealed bugs in processor when multiple
branch instructions were along the pipeline. It was therefore decided to
include two branch instructions in each block, placed at different
distances from each other (maximum five instructions including delay
slot for first branch). Each branch instruction could independently be
either taken or not taken. The same assumption is true for branch
prediction as well.
As another corner case, it seemed interesting to test caches
against conditions in which branch target would itself be a branch
instruction. Same assumptions for branch predictions discussed above
apply here as well.
Recalling from implementation chapters, much emphasis was laid
on cases where an instruction in delay slot would cause a cache miss. An
even more interesting corner case is situation where due to a cache
miss, a branch instruction is executed in the delay slot of another branch
instruction. Branch or jump instructions are not allowed in delay slots in
MIPS and could result in unpredictable behavior; however, this case
might happen when having a cache miss and a correct cache
implementation should guarantee that correct program flow will remain
unaffected under such conditions.
For some corner cases it is necessary to initialize cache content
before running the test. Branch instruction in delay slot is one such
corner case which requires a cache line ending with a branch instruction
followed by a cache line beginning with a branch instruction. Since it is
possible to initialize all the registers while programming the device, one
solution would be to program the device with desired configuration file
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before running each test. Yet a simpler method would be to use
alignment (using MIPS “.align” assembler directive). By aligning blocks of
code containing initialization instructions at desired offsets, cache line
initialization is possible by branching to those blocks. Consider a case
where instruction cache should be tested against branch in delay slot.
Test is organized as a block which ends with a branch instruction. The
first instruction in the block will call a block aligned in such a way to
occupy the next cache line adjacent to the caller block. The called block
begins with a jump instruction to the caller block. Since we are testing
two-way set-associative caches and it is not known which cache way will
be chosen for replacement, the called block can further call another
block, correctly aligned to occupy the same cache line in the other cache
way. Using the same technique, it is possible to have any desired
initialization for caches e.g. it is possible to guarantee that no cache line
would begin with a branch/jump instruction.
A total of 3x224 test cases were determined after combining all the
above mentioned corner cases. However, this figure could be slightly
lowered, as some cases cannot happen simultaneously. The presented
figure does not yet reflect the effect of data cache misses and
exceptions. As could be seen, manual test bench creation would be
impossible for such a large problem space. Around 8500 test files were
generated using a script file written in Python™ language.
5.4

I-Cache Test Bench Structure

Figure 5.2 shows test module organization. Each test bench file contains
one such test module with appropriate size which fits in the range
covered by branch offset.
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Assembler Directives
Register Initialization
Backward Branch Target L2

.
.
testn:
.
.

Backward Branch Target L1

jr
$ra
nop

Main Test Blocks
testn+1:
.

Forward Branch Target L1

.
jal
nop
jal
nop

testn
testn+1
.

Forward Branch Target L2

.
.
j
dump_quit
nop
.
.

Test Sequencer
Initialization Blocks

.

Figure 5.2: Instruction Cache Test Module Structure
 Assembler Directives the required MIPS assembler directives are
placed here.
 Register Initialization initializes registers used in the test bench,
which simplifies debugging process.
 Backward Branch L2 contains targets for nested backward
branches (predicted as Taken) i.e. targets for backward branches
which themselves are targets for other branches, also known as
Level2 branches.
 Backward Branch L1 contains targets for Level1 backward
branches i.e. backward branches that appear in main test blocks.
 Main Test Blocks contains the actual test blocks. Each test block
contains two branch instructions which could appear at different
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distances from each other. Test blocks are entry points to
implement different corner cases when having a cache miss.
Forward Branch L1 similar to Backward Branch L1, except that
branches are forward (predicted as Not Taken)
Forward Branch L2 similar to Backward Branch L2, except that
branches are forward (predicted as Not Taken)
Test Sequencer contains subroutine calls to main test blocks. A
test is called from here; when returned, the next test will be called
until all the tests are performed. A direct jump will be made to this
segment after register initialization, which will begin a sequence
of tests.
Initialization Blocks contains blocks needed for cache initialization
before testing certain corner cases, e.g. branch instructions in
delay slots.

Listing 5.1: ICache test bench examples
testn:
addiu
jal
nop
addiu
nop
nop
nop
beq
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
j
nop

$t7,$zero,$ra
line20w1

beq $t0,$t0,trap
nop
line20w1:
j
line20w2
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop

$ra,$zero,$t7

$t0,$t0,f1ij11

beq $t0,$t0,trap
nop
line20w2:

error_regdump_quit

(a) Test block with initialization

jr
$ra
nop
nop
nop
nop
nop
(b) Initialization block
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5.5
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D-Cache Test Corner Cases

Many of the corner cases mentioned for testing instruction cache could
be used to verify data caches as well. Furthermore, data write back from
cache to memory and RAW hazard should also be verified.
As an interesting corner case, caches could also be tested when
instruction and data cache misses would come into effect
simultaneously, i.e. a memory instruction at WB stage and an instruction
at EX2 stage both causing a cache miss.

Chapter 6

Interrupts and Exceptions
This chapter will discuss the work related to implementation of interrupt and
exception support based on MIPS standard. Accessing uncached memory space
for I/O purposes will also be discussed.

6.1

Introduction to Interrupts and Exceptions

Branch instructions are grouped as instructions which alter sequential
program flow. Cache misses could also be viewed as events which
momentarily disrupt normal program execution. Another group of
events exist that result in the same effect: normal program flow will be
disrupted and a special piece of code, called service routine or handler,
is executed. Normal program flow may or may not resume after
execution of service routine, depending on the cause of disruption. Such
events are grouped under category of exceptions and interrupts.
Interrupts are events happening outside the processor. They can
happen at any time, without the processor being aware of the moment
of their occurrence. As an example, an I/O device could request service
from microprocessor via interrupt line at any time. Exceptions, on the
other hand, are raised from within the processor. They might either be
raised explicitly due to execution of instructions meant for such purpose,
e.g. syscall, or as a result of occurrence of certain conditions and events,
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e.g. division by zero, arithmetic overflow, page fault or decoding an
invalid instruction.
6.2

MIPS Exception and Interrupt Basics

In MIPS terminology, all such events that disrupt normal program flow,
including interrupts, are considered as exceptions. Thus, from now on,
we refer to exception service routine and exception handler for both
exceptions and interrupts.
MIPS prescribes a solution with minimum hardware overhead and
complexity for exception handling, passing most of the related tasks to
software [18]. Regardless of exception cause, control is always passed to
a single entry point after an exception arises. Software will then
determine the cause of exception by checking the content of a register
called CAUSE, which is set by CPU prior to execution of exception
handling subroutine. This is contrary to a scheme known as vectored
exception handling, where the cause of exception is determined by
hardware and control is passed to the related entry of exception vector
table.
Before control is passed to exception handler, MIPS CPU will save
the correct return address in a special purpose register called EPC and
the working mode of CPU is changed from user to kernel mode by
modifying relevant bits (KUC) in STATUS register. The change in CPU
working mode is necessary, since privileged instructions are executed
during exception handling. In order to prevent security violations, such
instructions are not available in user mode. An attempt to execute a
privileged instruction in user mode will raise an exception.
Instructions and registers used in exception handling are said to
be of type coprocessor0 in MIPS standard. Apart from the main
processor pipeline which is responsible for implementing the common
ISA, MIPS standard introduces a number of coprocessors with their
dedicated special registers responsible for implementing tasks other
than the general ISA. These tasks include exception handling, device
configuration, cache control, etc. The reason behind such separation lies
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in the fact that such tasks usually include steps which require different
control and pipeline stages used to implement the general ISA and as a
result, are deeply implementation dependant. However, many MIPS ISA
implementations, including ours, embed such tasks in the main
processor body and coprocessor is therefore transparent.
Changing CPU mode and disabling interrupts (IE bit) is achieved by
shifting the lower four bits of STATUS register to the left by two bits [18].
This will force the two rightmost bits to zero i.e. interrupts are disabled
and CPU will enter kernel mode (Old←Previous←Current←00). The
current and previous states are preserved and could be restored by rfe
instruction when leaving the exception service routine, which will in turn
shift the lower six bits of STATUS register to the right by two bits
(Old→Previous→Current) (Figure 6.1.a).
MIPS allows all external hardware interrupts as well as the two
software interrupts to be masked by Interrupt-Mask (IM) bits in status
register. When these bits are set, the related interrupt pending (IP) bits
set by CPU are ignored. Since caches are not initialized during startup,
the Bootstrap Exception Vector (BEV) bit in status register is set after
system reset to force exception service routine to be executed from
non-cached area. The 5-bit code describing the cause of an exception is
set by processor in CAUSE register. In case the instruction causing an
exception is placed in delay slot of a branch or jump instruction, the
Branch Delay (BD) bit in CAUSE register is also set by processor.
31

22

15

BEV

5

8
IM0-7

4

3

2

1

0

KUO IEO KUP IEP KUC IEC
Old↔Previous↔ Current

(a) Status register ($12)
31
BD

15

8

6

5

IP0-7

4

3

CAUSE

(b) Cause register ($13)
Figure 6.1: MIPS I exception registers [18]
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Name Description
SW 0-1 Software interrupts 0 and 1. Invoked by software,
handled similar to external hardware interrupts.

CAUSE reg. bit

IR 0-4

External hardware interrupts 0-4.

10-14

Timer

Timer interrupt (Timer is managed internally,
usually no external interrupt pin provided).

15

8-9

Table 6.1: MIPS I Interrupt sources

Code
0
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12

Name
INT
ADDRL
ADDRS
IBUS
DBUS
SYSCALL
BKPT
RI
OVF

Description
External interrupt.
Address error exception on load or instruction fetch
Address error exception on store instruction
Bus error on instruction fetch
Bus error on memory instruction (load, store)
System-call exception
Breakpoint exception
Reserved
Arithmetic overflow exception

Table 6.2: MIPS exception cause code [29]
MIPS does not suggest any special hardware facilities for external
interrupt priority. Priority could be implemented in software: in case
several external interrupts are pending simultaneously, service routine
can decide which of them to service first. Furthermore, external
interrupts could be masked using IM bits in STATUS register.
6.2.1 Pre-Service Tasks
To deal with effects imposed by pipeline structure when selecting the
return address, MIPS uses precise exception concept. Based on this
concept, a victim instruction is chosen as return address in such a way
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that the need for saving pipeline state before branching to service
routine is eliminated. All the instructions after the victim instruction will
finish execution and will be retired before exception handling could
commence. We will look more into this issue later in implementation
chapter. Further operations before passing the control to service routine
are as follows:
 Interrupts are disabled by clearing the corresponding bit in
STATUS register (C0_STATUS[3:0] << 2).
 CPU working mode is changed from user to kernel by modifying
STATUS register (C0_STATUS[3:0] << 2).
 The cause of exception is set in CAUSE register by CPU.
 Bits in CAUSE register corresponding to pending interrupts are set
by CPU.
No other task is done by hardware and control will be passed to
exception service routine (CPU will force PC to value 0x8000_0180). It is
necessary to disable interrupts at this point to prevent a new exception
to be raised while preparing to service the previous one.

KUO

IEO

KUP

KUO

IEP

IEO

KUC

KUP

IEC

IEP

0

0

KUC

IEC

(a) Entering kernel mode

KUO

IEO

KUO

IEO

KUP

IEP

KUP

IEP

KUC

IEC

KUC

IEC

(b) Returning back to user mode from kernel mode

Figure 6.2: CPU mode switch [18]
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6.2.2 Service Routine Tasks
Before any operation, service routine should store registers which will
be modified in service routine. These registers could later be restored by
service routine before returning to user program. The only registers
which are exempted are K0 and K1, which are reserved for kernel mode
and therefore should not be used by programs in user mode. Having
stored the registers, service routine can now begin to identify exception
type by checking CAUSE register and branch accordingly. Interrupts
could now be re-enabled to allow nested interrupts. However, before reenabling interrupts, EPC, CAUSE and STATUS registers should also be
saved, otherwise their values are lost when nested interrupts occur.
6.2.3 Post-Service Tasks
After the cause of exception has been identified and the exception has
been serviced accordingly, the normal program flow can resume.
However, under certain conditions, such as illegal access in user mode,
previously running program might be terminated.
Before the interrupted program could be resumed, any registers
used by service routine (also coprocessor0 registers in case of nested
interrupts) should be restored. Returning to previous program is done by
a jump instruction to the address saved in EPC register, followed by rfe
instruction in its delay slot. rfe instruction is used to restore the mode
and IE bits of status register to their values before entering exception
service routine. rfe is used in MIPS I and is replaced with eret instruction
in later versions of MIPS, which does both the jump and status restore.
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Listing 6.1: Exception service routine examples
.
.
mfc0 $t0, $cause
mfc0 $t1, $status
mfc0 $t2, $EPC
sw
$t0, -4($sp)
sw
$t1, -8($sp)
sw
$t2, -12($sp)
addi $sp, $sp, -12

mfc0
nop
or
and
mtc0

allow nested interrupts

.
.
.
.

$k0, $cause
$k0, $k0, 0x003C
$k0, $zero, interrupt
$ra, -4($sp)
$sp, $sp, -4

mfc0
nop
jr
rfe

Non-interrupt

identify exception source

6.3

$k0, $EPC
$k0

.
.
.

.
.
(c) Checking CAUSE register to

$k0, things_to_set
$k0, ˜(things_to_clear)
$k0, $status

(b) Enabling and masking interrupts

.
.
mfc0
nop
andi
beq
sw
addi
jal
nop

$k0, $status

.
.
.

.
.
(a) Storing coprocessor0 registers to

.
.
.

(d) Returning from exception
handler

Exception Handler Implementation

As discussed earlier, exception handling in MIPS standard is highly
implementation dependent and is isolated from main pipeline
architecture by introducing coprocessor0. In this work, however, no
independent coprocessor is implemented, since the emphasis was laid
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on adding basic exception support with less overhead to ξ2 core,
allowing maximum possible core frequency. As a result, exception
handling implementation is spread among several modules, including
instruction decoder, program counter and logic unit, i.e. these modules
were modified to enable exception support.
Following exceptions are supported:






Invalid instruction (non-implemented).
Illegal access in user mode.
System calls.
Five external hardware interrupts.
Timer interrupt.

MIPS also defines two software interrupts. A software interrupt is
raised by executing a dedicated instruction (similar to syscall instruction)
and is serviced exactly the same way as external hardware interrupts.
Reset signal will also raise an exception in MIPS. After reset, CPU
will run in kernel mode and begin executing code from an uncached
memory region until caches are initialized. Since cache content is
invalidated in our design right after reset, reset exception was therefore
not implemented.
Exceptions are first detected in decoder unit. Control word was
extended to contain extra bits to hold exception cause and a single bit to
indicate whether the instruction has caused an exception. The cause of
exception will be set in controller word in DE pipeline stage. Illegal
access in user mode, system calls and invalid instructions are among
exceptions that could be detected by decoder unit. Later at WB pipeline
stage, exception bit in control word will cause PC to be loaded with start
address of exception service routine while control signals are asserted to
flush the pipeline before service routine is executed. At the same time,
CAUSE register is set and CPU enters kernel mode by modifying STATUS
register (two bits left shift).
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IMT
Timer
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IE
IM0
IR0

IM4
IR4

From Exception bit in
instruction control word at WB

From instruction cache controller
cache-miss-way-swap
Exception
Acknowledge
To instruction cache controller
To Decoder

(a) Entering service routine

Instruction
Exception Ack.

CPU Mode
Decoder

IS_Exception mtco rfe cause

WB2-Insn-Addr DCachemiss-Restart-Addr
ICachemiss-Restart-Addr
WB-Insn-Addr
I/DCache-miss
EX2-Insn-Addr
Exception-Ack.

Return Address
Control Word

(b) Control word extension

WB-Delay Slot
EX2-Delay Slot

EPC

(c) Saving return address

Figure 6.3: Exception support implementation

6.3.1 Special Purpose Register File
Based on MIPS standard, 32 special purpose registers are required for
coprocessor0. A 32-word SPRF was implemented, although currently
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only three of them are used: STATUS Register, CAUSE Register and EPC.
If memory management is going to be implemented later, then a fourth
register called BadVAddress will also be used to hold the memory
address caused an address translation error. Also two other registers,
count and compare are required to implement the timer interrupt (see
section 6.3.4). Unused registers could be removed from SPRF to enhance
fmax and save more area.
SPRF is accessed via mfc0 and mtc0 instructions in kernel mode.
SPRF is read in FWD stage, while write to SPRF takes place in WB stage.
Special purpose registers cannot directly appear in arithmetic/logic
operations. Their values should first be moved to CPU general purpose
registers, and results could be copied back to SPRF.
6.3.2 Extending the Instruction Set
Adding exception support without extending the instruction set was not
possible. Special instructions to move data between special purpose
registers and general purpose registers were needed. Based on MIPS I,
rfe instruction was also needed to restore the processor state to the
state before entering exception service routine. Syscall instruction had
to be implemented as well [30].
 mtc0 rt,rd moves data from a GPR (rt) to a SPR (rd). Writes to
SPRF take place at WB pipeline stage. A bit in control word is set in
DE stage to indicate a mtc0 instruction. This bit is used in WB
stage to enable write to SPRF. When decoded in user mode, this
instruction will raise an exception in WB stage.
Three NOPs should always be used after mtc0, since result register
for mtc0 belongs to SPRF and dependency check is therefore
misguided.
 mfc0 rt,rd moves data from a SPR (rd) to a GPR (rt). The
encoding for this instruction is different from other MIPS
instructions, in which rd field of instruction word is used as source
operand, which is typically used as destination operand in other
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MIPS instructions. This field is saved in control word and is used to
read source operand from SPRF.
mfc0 instruction is implemented as a logic instruction, since SPRF
resides in logic module. However, no logical operation is
performed when executing this instruction. SPRF is accessed when
instruction is in FWD stage, and the result appears directly at the
output of logic unit, without any operation being performed.
Since mfc0 is only available in kernel mode, therefore CPU mode
when decoding this instruction is stored in control word to be
trapped and raise an exception in WB stage if applicable.
mfc0 is supported by hazard detector and no NOPs are required if
an instruction would need the read value from SPRF immediately
after mfc0.
 rfe restores mode and interrupt enable bits in status register to
their values before entering exception service routine
(C0_STATUS[5:0] >> 2). No operands are associated with this
instruction. This instruction is only allowed in kernel mode.
 syscall
requests a service from kernel. Service number is
passed in $v0 register and arguments are passed in $a0 and $a1
registers.
6.3.3 Program Counter Extension
Since returning from exception service routine is done via jump
instruction, it was therefore not needed to extend PC module; however,
the address multiplexer in PC module was extended to include exception
service routine entry address.
6.3.4 Timer Interrupt
Timer interrupt in MIPS I is implemented using count and compare
registers of coprocessor0 [18]. There is no external hardware pin for
timer interrupt in MIPS I family processors and therefore timer is
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managed internally. Compare register is set to the desired time interval
(clock pulses) via software by using mtc0 command. Count register is
incremented on each clock cycle. When the two register values match,
timer interrupt is raised. As exception and interrupt handling is very
much implementation dependant, count register could either be reset
via software or through a hardware reset. Currently count register is
cleared by using mtc0 instruction in service routine before return.

$ Count

$ Compare

Timer Interrupt

Figure 6.4: Timer interrupt implementation

6.4

Return Address

Same considerations mentioned when discussing restart address for
instruction and data cache misses are also valid for return address from
exception service routine. All exceptions other than external hardware
interrupts are said to be synchronous to program execution, meaning
that they are always trapped at a specific pipeline stage i.e. processor is
aware when they arise. On the other hand, external hardware interrupts
are said to be asynchronous to program execution. As a conclusion, the
last pipeline stage (WB) seemed to be an appropriate point to trap all
exceptions and choose the victim instruction based on MIPS precise
exception concept.
In case an external hardware interrupt and a synchronous
exception arise simultaneously, external hardware interrupt is serviced
first and address of instruction causing a synchronous exception will be
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chosen as return address. Algorithm 6.1 is used to select return address
when entering exception service routine.
Algorithm 6.1 ExceptionReturnAddress
1: if DCache miss already detected
2:
epc ← DCache Restart Address
3: else if delay slot at WB
4:
epc ← Address (currently retired jump instruction)
5: else if branch at WB or DCache miss at WB about to be detected or External Interrupt
6:
epc ← Address (current instruction at WB)
7: else
8:
epc ← Address (current instruction at EX2) // includes instruction cache miss
9: end if

Priorities when selecting return address are shown in algorithm 6.1.
External interrupts are given priority in case they arise simultaneously
with synchronous exceptions. External interrupts occurring during cache
fill are serviced immediately after cache fill and cache miss restart
address is used as return address.
External hardware interrupts will always take priority over data
cache miss, while the opposite is true in case of instruction cache miss.
The logic needed to reset way prediction FSM when external hardware
interrupts arise seemed to have negative effect on fmax , therefore it was
decided to service exceptions after instruction cache fill.
6.5

User/Kernel Mode

Exceptions are serviced when processor is running in privileged mode,
known as kernel mode. This change of mode is necessary, since
privileged instructions executed in user mode could create security
violations.
One side effect of pipelining when switching to kernel mode is the
possibility of execution of user instructions in kernel mode: once the
mode is switched to kernel mode, there are user instructions along the
pipeline in different stages. Switch to kernel mode should be performed
in such a way to guarantee that no user instruction will be executed in
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kernel mode. This involves in time invalidation of remaining user
instructions in pipeline.
To tackle the mentioned problem, either switch to kernel mode
had to be delayed until the pipeline was fully flushed, or the invalidation
of user instructions had to be performed in time, preventing any
unauthorized access. Issues like cache misses and delay slot instructions
had to be considered as well. It was decided to switch to kernel mode
immediately when entering service routine. At the same time, control
signals will be asserted to invalidate remaining pipeline instructions and
protect data memory and register file. These control signals are also
asserted to invalidate the instructions along the pipeline when returning
from exception service routine by using a register jump (JR) instruction.
6.6

Uncached I/O

MIPS uses memory mapped I/O technique for all I/O purposes. External
devices are mapped to special memory addresses defined by MIPS
standard and I/O is treated as memory access. This allows very simple
and modular I/O mechanism with less hardware overhead, although not
as fast as direct I/O implementation. The addresses used to map I/O
devices cannot be cached. During start up, caches are not initialized and
will provide invalid data. After start up, cache and memory data might
not be synchronized, since cache is updated only after a cache miss.
6.6.1 MIPS Memory Map
Memory in MIPS is divided into segments based on user and kernel
mode access levels. While all the segments are accessible in kernel
mode, the opposite is no true.
Segment
Kuseg
Kseg0
Kseg1
Kseg2

Address range
0x0000.0000-0x7FFF.FFFF
0x8000.0000-0x9FFF.FFFF
0xA000.0000-0xBFFF.FFFF
0xC000.0000-0xFFFF.FFFF

Type of access
Unmapped/Cached
Unmapped/Uncached
Mapped

Table 6.3: MIPS memory map [31]

Size
2 GB
512 MB
512 MB
1 GB
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 kuseg is intended for user programs (also accessible by kernel).
Addresses in this region should always be cached and mapped
provided that cache and MMU are implemented.
 kseg0 is only accessible in kernel mode. Logical addresses in this
segment are translated into physical addresses by stripping off the
MSB of address and mapping the resulting address to lower 512
MB of physical memory (MMU is bypassed). If caches are
implemented, access to this segment should be done via cache,
therefore this segment should not be accessed until caches are
initialized.
 kseg1 is only accessible in kernel mode. Logical addresses in this
segment are translated into physical addresses by stripping off the
three MSBs of address and mapping the resulting address to
physical memory (MMU is bypassed). kseg1 is a duplicate of
kseg0, except that kseg1 is uncached (caches are bypassed) and is
used for memory mapped I/O or a boot ROM.
 kseg2 is only accessible by kernel. Addresses in this segment
should be mapped and cached in case MMU and caches are
implemented. This segment is used by kernel and is rarely used for
purposes other than OS development.
6.6.2 Implementation
Currently there is unused space in data cache BRAMs due to word size
configuration of 8 bits. These unused spaces could be utilized by
reconfiguring the BRAMs to have word size of 36 bits, therefore reducing
the total number of BRAMs in the design. However, currently this
unused space is used to implement uncached I/O. One motivation for
such implementation is the fact that no extra hardware will be added to
the critical path and uncached I/O will be performed entirely through
the available infrastructure, thus leaving the fmax unaffected.
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{uncached_WR, WB_mem_addr}

{uncached_RD, EX_mem_addr}
Cache
Region

1+10

1+10

Unused
Region

(a) Utilization of unused segment for uncached I/O
3’b101

WB_mem_addr

EX_is_mem_op
logic
un$_RD
_RD

logic
un$_WR

(b) Control signal generation

Figure 6.5: Uncached memory mapped I/O implementation
BRAM area is divided into two regions through an extra bit in
address line. The upper half is used for data cache, while the unused
lower half is reserved for uncached I/O. An uncached I/O is detected by
checking the three MSB bits of memory address in WB stage. In case of
uncached I/O detection, a fake data cache miss signal is asserted and the
lower half of BRAM will be selected through address line. From this point
onwards, all the access to BRAM will affect the lower half, until the
memory instruction is repeated after fake cache miss. An extra state has
been added to data cache controller FSM to detect and handle uncached
I/O. Since uncached I/O is performed through load or store instructions,
FSM will perform a non-burst single-word read or write, after which
cache miss signal is deasserted and program execution is resumed. Read
and write ports are controlled separately. Read port is set back to
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cached area immediately after the repeated load instruction causing
fake cache miss has read from data cache (EX stage). Write port, on the
other hand, will be set back to cached segment after the repeated store
instruction causing fake cache miss has written into lower segment of
BRAM (WB stage). As could be seen, the available infrastructure is
entirely utilized to implement uncached I/O and no extra logic is added
to data path. However, this solution is costly in terms of area and one
might decide to reconfigure the BRAMs to reduce the number of BRAMs
in the design, and therefore treat uncached I/O in a different manner.
Reset
Tag
Invalidation

Steady

Cache miss

dirty line

uncached write

uncached read
Line fill
(no-burst)

Write back
(no-burst)

Tag
update

Write back
(burst)

Line fill
(burst)

Figure 6.6: DCache controller FSM supporting uncached I/O

There are two alternative solutions to implement uncached memory
mapped I/O when all the BRAM space is utilized for data cache and there
is no unused space left to be used as uncached segment.
Alternative 1
The data cache area could be used for uncached access similar to
previous method; however, the affected cache line should first be
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written back into memory. Cache controller FSM should be extended to
support this. It is not necessary to invalidate the corresponding tag value
for next uncached I/O access, since fake cache miss is decided according
to MSB of memory address when the uncached I/O instruction first
appears at WB stage (see figure 6.5.b). This is contrary to normal
instructions where real cache miss is decided according to tag
comparison. Also note that when the uncached I/O instruction reaches
WB stage after it is repeated due to fake cache miss, no second fake
cache miss is raised (first occurrence of uncached I/O will set the flag,
while the second occurrence after fake cache miss will clear the flag).
Tag 1

Tag 0 uncached_IO_detected (see Fig. 6.5.b)

Match

Cache miss

Figure 6.7: Fake cache miss for uncached I/O

Benefits:
- The available infrastructure is fully utilized with minimum negative
impact on fmax
Drawbacks:
- Long penalty in terms of clock cycles for an uncached I/O
(increased latency).
Alternative 2
A separate register could be used as a buffer for uncached I/O. In case of
reading from uncached memory, uncached data will be written into this
buffer via non-burst memory read after fake cache miss, and this value
will be returned instead of the value read from data cache. In case of
writing to uncached memory, the store instruction will write the value
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into this buffer, which later cache controller FSM will transfer this value
into data memory via a non-burst memory write after fake cache miss.

WB_Data

Bus_Data_In

To BRAM Data In
Uncached Data *
* BRAM Data Out

Cache Data

Write back data from BRAM *

Bus_Data_Out

* Forced to zero when not in use

Figure 6.8: Uncached I/O via separate buffer register

Benefits:
- Cache controller FSM gets simpler.
- Less penalty in terms of clock cycles (latency) since write back is
not required due to addition of a buffer
Drawbacks:
- Might impose negative impact on critical path and degrade fmax
(see Fig. 6.8, possible fan-out and logic delay issues).
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Chapter 7

Results
This chapter will present synthesis report (frequency and area) following the
modifications and implementations discussed in the previous chapters. Xilinx®
synthesis suite version 12.4 was used for synthesis. Synthesis is done both for
the whole design and each newly added module. A Xilinx Virtex®™-4 FPGA,
speed grade -12, part number xc4vlx80-12-ff1148 was chosen as target device.
Stepping level was 1 and external clock jitter was assumed to be zero.

7.1

Overall Synthesis Report

The complete initial core (XIPS) and the new XICE core were synthesized
using XST ver. 12.4 (see Appendix B and C for details). XIPS core was
equipped with a direct mapped instruction cache, but no data cache was
implemented. An on-chip data memory was implemented instead using
a BRAM.

fmax
(MHz)

XIPS1 249.4
XICE

Table 7.1: Overall synthesis report
Area
Slice
LUT 4
Flip Flops RAMB16
(35840)
(71680)
(71680)
(200)
2004 (5%)

DSP48
(80)

3057 (4%) 1806 (2%)

5 (2%)

4 (5%)

224.9 3727 (10%) 4953 (6%) 3686 (5%)

17 (8%)

4 (5%)

1

XIPS processor was originally synthesized to 285 MHz [19]. The frequency mismatch between this
work and original XIPS synthesis is probably due to the difference in the version of synthesis tools
(XST), difference in the RTL code version, or other reasons which were unclear at this moment.
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The critical path in XIPS core mainly lies in Program Memory module,
Program Counter module, and some other modules such as Decoder. In
XICE core, however, Data Memory module forms substantial part of
critical path due to implementation of two-way set-associative data
cache. Way-prediction not being feasible for data caches also adds to
the severity of this problem, since multiplexer is then inevitable to select
the correct cache-way after tag comparison.
7.2

ICache Synthesis Report

Table 7.2 gives a comparison between the synthesis results for the
instruction cache modules of the two cores (see Appendix D and E for
details). XIPS includes a direct mapped instruction cache, whereas XICE is
equipped with way-predictable two-way set-associative instruction
cache.

fmax
(MHz)

Table 7.2: ICache synthesis report
Area
Slice
Flip Flops
LUT 4
(35840)
(71680)
(71680)

XIPS

340.4

84 (0%)

52 (0%)

159 (0%)

RAMB16
(200)
3 (1%)

XICE

298.1

145 (0%)

81 (0%)

261 (0%)

5 (2%)

7.3

DCache Synthesis Report

Since XIPS does not include data cache (an on-chip data memory
implemented as a BRAM is used instead) and also considering the fact
that data cache module is implemented as a sub-module of data
memory module, therefore comparison was made between the data
memory modules of the two cores (see Appendix F and G for details).
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XIPS

297.5

Table 7.3: Data memory synthesis report
Area
Slice
Flip Flops
LUT 4
RAMB16
(35840)
(71680)
(71680)
(200)
1 (0%)
74 (0%)
43 (0%)
146 (0%)

XICE

264.3

480 (1%)

fmax
(MHz)

491 (0%)

869 (1%)

11 (5%)

Number of BRAMs could be reduced by re-organizing port width.
Although the current port configuration simplifies implementation of
uncached I/O (see 6.6.2), but it also results in unused and wasted area in
instantiated BRAMs.
The low fmax in data cache is mainly due to the multiplexer used to
choose the data from correct cache way based on tag comparison. This
is contrary to ICache, where way prediction technique was employed to
eliminate the need for way selection multiplexer (see 3.4.6). Way
prediction is not effective when it comes to data caches.
7.4

Exception Handler Synthesis Report

Since there is no single specific unit for exception handling, the three
units which exception handling implementation was spread among them
were chosen as comparison criterion. Units affected by exception
handling implementation were decoder, program counter and logic units
(see Appendix H and I for details).

Table 7.4: Exception handler (decoder, PC, logic unit) synthesis report
Area
fmax
Slice
Flip Flops
LUT 4
RAMB16
(MHz)
(35840)
(71680)
(71680)
(200)
0 (0%)
XIPS
260.6
619 (1%)
738 (1%)
1068 (1%)
XICE

232.0

1744 (4%)

2038 (2%)

2076 (2%)

0 (0%)
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As a solution to enhance fmax and also save more area, the unused
registers in SPRF could be removed. 32 registers are implemented, out of
which only 5 are currently in use.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

I have learned to use the word "impossible" with the greatest caution.
Wernher von Braun

In general, this project proved that design and integration of caches
could be a demanding task, particularly if impacts on processor
maximum frequency should also be taken into consideration. The
complexity is further increased with restart address selection and
pipeline management after cache misses occur. The same holds true for
exception support. Verification could be even more complicated than
design, since corner cases for all the modules should be combined and
tested simultaneously. Such issues that might not seem so cache related
will also emerge when designing caches, such as RAW hazard and
accessing uncached memory mapped I/O.
Both instruction and data caches have a lot to contribute to
processor critical path, especially when having set-associative cache
organization. The reason behind this is the fact that multiplexers are
inherent in the design of set-associative caches. Negative impacts of
instruction cache on fmax could be somewhat mitigated by employing
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way prediction technique. This technique, however, is not efficient when
it comes to data caches and as a result, data cache contributes a lot to
critical path. It is therefore worth to investigate different alternatives in
the design of data caches.
Understanding the processor architecture by reviewing design
files and figuring out all the relations between them seemed to be a
hindrance to me. At first it seemed that focusing on one or two modules
which were more cache related would be enough to know about the
processor, but later it proved to be necessary to study almost all the
processor modules and understand their interactions.
Unfortunately it was not possible for me to bring everything to an
optimized and fully verified level; even there is still room for
architectural improvements. This project rather provided me with an
opportunity to get involved in a real world and a serious design, which I
had always been longing for. I had this precious chance to have a touch
and feeling of a real scientific-engineering work, which brought about
lots of precious experience and insight, not only with respect to
technical issues, but also concerning project, time and stress
management, as well as professional research and scientific work
disciplines. To me, it was much more than just adding caches, as I had to
learn a lot about processor architecture, instruction set architecture,
FPGA design and optimization techniques, programming languages, tool
chains and backend tools, verification, etc. This project also helped me
to overcome my old phobia concerning reviewing codes written by
others, understanding it and then modifying it (sort of reverse
engineering). Below I would like to share parts of what I learnt about
project steering while carrying out this thesis:
 If you are to do a project, just see it as it is, without any prior
assumptions, judgments or comparisons with other previous
projects.
 Don’t forget the famous “divide and conquer” strategy; use it as
often as you can.
 Simplicity is the key factor to any complex design. Try to keep
things as simple as possible. Later, when an initial infrastructure is
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formed, more complex functionality could be gradually added to
the simple infrastructure to form a more complex design.
Verification would also be much simpler.
Dislike ad hoc and patched solutions as much as you can.
Do not strive to improve performance by only a few number of
clock cycles. The added hardware to save those few cycles will
deteriorate fmax. A higher clock frequency, on the other hand, will
neutralize the negative effect imposed on performance by those
few extra cycles.
It is argued that “you don’t have to do something today if it could
be done tomorrow”; however, before adopting this strategy,
make sure whether it is really possible to do it tomorrow.
Otherwise, to be on the safe side, I recommend switching to the
opposite strategy which says “don’t leave it for tomorrow if it
could be done today. “
It was not until the end of this project that I realized the truth in
the saying: “too much work and no play made Jack a dull boy”.
Albert Einstein’s recommendation for success would be a good
approach to adopt1.
I believe that no circumstance other than this project could truly
make me feel the meaning of Swedish expression “lagom” and
the necessity for adopting the “lagom är bäst” approach.

If I had to do this project again, there were several things I would have
done differently. To mention one, I would have separated the initial
architectural design from frequency optimization. I recall, each time I
would come across an idea, I was frustrated to see that frequency
requirements were not satisfied; therefore, I had to forget the current
idea and switch to another. This condition made me very skeptical about
my ideas and resulted in some ad hoc and patched solutions.

1

A + B + C = Success if, A = Hard Work, B = Hard Play, C = Keeping calm and quiet.
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Chapter 9

Future Work
“To be a man of wisdom and art .
It takes two lives apart .
Being a pupil at the start .
In next life practicing what was taught“
Sadi Shirazi

Both instruction and data caches still require revision and optimization
in terms of area and speed. The same holds true for exception support.
 Architectural and speed optimization of data and instruction
caches and exception support.
 Thorough data cache and exception support verification.
 Combining test benches for data and instruction caches and
exception support; also instructions that cause stall should be
included in the final test bench.
 Adopting an appropriate algorithm to generate way-prediction bit
for instruction cache.
 Exploring possible design alternatives in critical path; as an
example, moving the entire 20 bits tag comparison to DE stage
resulted in about 5 MHz increase in fmax .
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Future Work

 Address generation in data cache could be pipelined; also
memory addresses comparison for RAW hazards. In general,
there is still room for optimization in data cache.
 Reducing number of data cache BRAMs by word size
reconfiguration; as a consequence, uncached I/O should be reimplemented accordingly.
 Replacing the BRAM used to handle data cache dirty bits with two
separate arrays of distributed memory (see 4.3).
 Investigating feasibility to have way-prediction for data caches.
 Comparison between compare and count registers for timer
interrupt could be pipelined.
 Removing unused coprocessor0 SPRs and study its effect on fmax .
 Precise benchmarking and performance measurement and
analysis for caches.
 Hosting MMU-less Linux.
 Adding MMU and hosting full Linux.
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Appendix A
ξ2 Soft Microprocessor Core Timeline
1








Xi2

XIPS

XICE1

2009

2010

2011

7-stage Integer pipeline
Automatic result forwarding
from AU
No automatic CPU stall
Internal loopback in AU
Branch delay slot
Branch prediction







Adaptation to MIPS32 ISA
Automatic CPU stall
Automatic result forwarding
extended to EX2 and WB
Direct mapped cache
Architectural enhancements

1




Two-Way Set-Associative
ICache/DCache
Exception support

To maintain compatibility with previous work in terms of naming convention, current version is
named XICE, indicating Xi2 core equipped with Caches and Exception handling support.
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Appendix B
XIPS Core Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Design Summary:
Logic Utilization:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Logic Distribution:
Number of occupied Slices:
Number of Slices containing only related logic:
Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:

1,806 out of 71,680 2%
2,925 out of 71,680 4%
2,004 out of 35,840
2,004 out of 2,004
0
out of 2,004

5%
100%
0%

Total Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number used as logic:
Number used as a route-thru:
Number used for Dual Port RAMs:
(Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM)

3,057 out of 71,680 4%
2,669
132
256

Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:
Number of DSP48s:

5
5
4

out of

200

2%

out of

80

5%

Timing summary:
---------------------Minimum period: 4.009ns (Maximum frequency: 249.439MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix C
XICE Core Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Design Summary:
Logic Utilization:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Logic Distribution:
Number of occupied Slices:
Number of Slices containing only related logic:
Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:

3,686 out of 71,680 5%
4,732 out of 71,680 6%
3,727 out of 35,840 10%
3,727 out of 3,727 100%
0
out of 3,727 0%

Total Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number used as logic:
Number used as a route-thru:
Number used for Dual Port RAMs:
(Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM)

4,953 out of 71,680
4,444
221
288

Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:
Number of DSP48s:

17
17
4

out of

200

8%

out of

80

5%

Timing summary:
--------------------Minimum period: 4.445ns (Maximum frequency: 224.972MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix D
XIPS Core ICache Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:

84
52
159
3
3

out of
out of
out of
out of

35840
71680
71680
200

0%
0%
0%
1%

====================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 2.937ns (Maximum Frequency: 340.449MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix E
XICE Core ICache Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number used as logic:
Number used as RAMs:
Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:

145
81
261
245
16
5
5

out of 35840 0%
out of 71680 0%
out of 71680 0%

out of 200

2%

====================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 3.354ns (Maximum Frequency: 298.116MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix F
XIPS Core DMem Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:

74
43
146
1
1

out of
out of
out of
out of

35840
71680
71680
200

0%
0%
0%
0%

=====================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 3.361ns (Maximum Frequency: 297.501MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix G
XICE Core DMem Synthesis Report
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:
Number used as logic:
Number used as Shift registers:
Number used as RAMs:
Number of FIFO16/RAMB16s:
Number used as RAMB16s:

480
491
869
844
9
16
11
11

out of 35840 1%
out of 71680 0%
out of 71680 1%

out of 200

5%

==================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 3.782ns (Maximum Frequency: 264.398MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix H
XIPS Core Decoder, Logic Unit, PC
Synthesis Report (Without Exception Support)
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:

619 out of 35840 1%
738 out of 71680 1%
1068 out of 71680 1%

====================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 3.837ns (Maximum Frequency: 260.649MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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Appendix I
XICE Core Exception Handler
Synthesis Report (Decoder, Logic Unit, PC)
Synthesis tool: Xilinx XST 12.4i suite
Device,package,speed: xc4vlx80,ff1148,-12 (STEPPING level 1)
Initializing temperature to 85.000 Celsius. (default - Range: 0.000 to 85.000 Celsius)
Initializing voltage to 1.140 Volts. (default - Range: 1.140 to 1.260 Volts)
Device utilization summary:
--------------------------Number of Slices:
Number of Slice Flip Flops:
Number of 4 input LUTs:

1744 out of 35840 4%
2038 out of 71680 2%
2076 out of 71680 2%

====================================================================
TIMING REPORT
Timing Summary:
--------------Speed Grade: -12
Minimum period: 4.310ns (Maximum Frequency: 232.025MHz)
(Jitter on external clock assumed to be zero)
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